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W. R. CONNOR

Seized by the Nymphs: Nympholepsy and
Symbolic Expression in Classical Greece

. . . or do men become happy in none of these ways, but either-like those pos-
sessed by nymphs or deities-through a sort of divine influence, being as it were
inspired . . .

Aristotle Eudemian Ethiis LL.5.L2l4a23 ff, trans. J. Solomon

Sr..u E. R. DoDDS' Sather lectures, published in 1951 under the title The
Greeks and the lrrational, classicists have increasingly recognized that possession
and inspiration pose questions of great significance for the interpretation of
ancient Greek civilization. Dodds' insistence that many works by Euripides,
Plato, and other classical authors cannot properly be understood without atten-
tion to these phenomena and to the role of the seemingly irrational has proved
highly productive. Classicists have also studied the role of oracles, prophecy, and
other practices in ways that make possible a far richer understanding of Greek
culture than has hitherto been achieved. These movements in classical scholar-
ship have paralleled and sometimes benefited from work in anthropology, psy-
chology, and other fields that shed new light on the phenomenon of possession
and its relationship to social structures.

This study began in 1977-1978 when I was a research fellow at the American School of Classical
Studies in Athens. Much of the writing was done on sabbatical at Stanford University and the
University of Melbourne; the work walfinally completed at the Institute for Advanced Study in
Princeton. I am indebted to these institutions for their hospitality and assistance. I am especially
grateful to the Australian-American Educational Foundation for a Fulbright Fellowship to Australia,
and to Nora Laos for the plan. But my greatest obligation is to many colleagues at these and other
institutions for their help and criticism.
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This essay investigates a related but still neglected phenomenon among the

Greeks_nymphotepsi, or the belief that certain individuals were "seized by the

nymphs.,,l The invesiigation involves a_ survey of the often allusive or playful

treatment of nymptroi'epsy in Greek literary texts. In addition epigraphical,

mythological, and medicuit"*t' shed light upon the phenomenon' as does com-

parative material from widely divergenicultures. caves dedicated to the nymphs

are especially revealing, not l"utt iArchedamos' cave" near Vari in Attica for

whichthelastsectionofthisessayproposesaninterpretation.Fromthismaterial
a consistent and intelligibte descriition of nympholepsy can be.pieced together'

This picture contributei to a richer understanding of Greek civilization and at the

sametimeposesimportantmethodologicalquest ionsaboutthestudyofthat
culture.

NYMPHOLEPSY

The study of nympholepsy cannot be separated from the understanding of

other forms of possession wiitrin Greek culture, and these, despite improve-

mentsintheunderstandingofsuchstates,areSti l lof tenmisunderstood.2Tobe
sure, the view that pora"ra[n is no more than "a degree and species of epilepsy"'

as Meric c"ruuuon pirused it, is now discredited and almost entirely aban-

doned.3 Nor is porr".rion any longer to be regarded as a symptom of psychosis or

severe personality disorder'n A nympholept' as we shall -see' 
might act very

strangely and display a kind of mania,but was neither regarded as simply "crazy"

l .E .R.Dodds inTheGreeksandthe l r ra t iona l (Berke leyandLosAnge les l95 l )pa id l i t t le
a t ten t ion to th isphenom"non.e*ongtheusefu ld iscuss ionsofnympho lepsyseeespec ia l l yN.
Himmelmann-wildschtitz, THEoLEpros (Marburg-Lahn 1957), and E' Rohde, Psvcfte, trans' w'

n. ffoffit g-"naon 1925) esp' 314 n'58, 316 n'63' 567.n' 105'

2. Especially ur"tui 
'u." 

I. M. Lewis, Ecstatic Religion (Harmondsworth 1971) and N' K'

Chadwick, Poetry and i,A"y (c^ aiii tslzl' em-ong the discussions of possession in the

ancient world see especially: F. pfister, s.v. daimonismos in RE s.B. 7 (Stuttgart 1940) 100-114; A'

Delatte, Les Conceptio^'a, f rirnoiinsme chez les philosophes_prAsoc11til1tes (Paris 1934) esp'

2lff.; J.D. p. Botton, irirri ,r proconessus.(oxfoid lg6i) l37ff ., with w. Burkert's review in

Gnomon35 (1963) Zzs-in;itias (supra n't; Os-eA' 
't7f' On'possession in-later antiquity' E' R'

Dodds, JRS 37 (Ig41)Oi, l.n'o* u^iu"tl"..On modern Greek farallels see J. C' Lawton, Modern

GreekFolkloreandAncientGreekReligion(Cambridge1910)142ff.-
3. Meric Casaubon, A Treatise concerning Entiusiasm (|655) 95, quoted in K. Thomas, Relj.

gion and the Decline "iii"ci (G"aon 1971) t+s. ct. Max weber, "shamanist ecstasy is linked to

constitutional epilepsy, the progression and testing.of which represents a charismatic qualification'':

,.Sociology of ChansmatJ iutlnorlty,,' in From Max Weber, irans. C. W. Mills and H' H' Gerth

(London Lg48) 246. Ch;;;i;k (supra n.z) 64 long ago showed how inadequate epilepsy was as an

explanation of ,"flgiorrJ porr",!on. Cf,ua*i"k's ioriclusions are confirmed by Lewis (supra n 2)

l80f.,whoshowsthatmanyshamansareinperfectphysicalandP:y: l lologi.calhealth,andbythe
material collecteo in rono-n"uttie and John tuiaoteton, eds. ' spirit Mediumship and society in Africa

(NewYork 1969) esP. xxiv'
4. Chadwick (suPra n'2) 64'
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coNNoR: Seized by the Nymphs

nor dismissed as incapable of functioning within ancient Greek society. In mod-
ern terms we might say that his condition was that of a "dissociated personality"
but we now know that in some societies such persons are capable of "carrying

without a falter immense burdens of responsibility and leadership."5 We can best
approach these individuals not through attempts at medical or psychological
diagnosis but by studying how they acted and asking how those actions fit into
the pattern of life in their society.

Despite these advances in our understanding of states of possession, the
comments in the fourth chapter of the Hippocratic Sacred Disease, a discussion
of how the charlatans and magic-healers of the day put blame for each form of
the so-called Sacred Disease on a particular divinity, are still sometimes taken as
a satisfactory description of such states in the classical Greek world:

If the patient imitate a goat, if he roar or suffer convulsions on the right
side they say the Mother of the Gods is to blame. If he utter a piercing
and loud cry, they liken him to a horse and blame Poseidon. Should he
pass some excrement, as often happens under the stress of the disease,
the surname Enodia is applied. If it be more frequent and thinner, like
that of birds, it is Apollo Nomius. If he foam at the mouth and kick,
Ares has the blame.6

These comments are part of a polemical treatment of possession and need to
be read with some caution. To be sure, they reflect one aspect of possession-the
most dramatic and memorable aspect, the moments when the individual goes
totally out of control and enters a state of frenzy. Such moments undoubtedly
occurred from time to time and came to be the basis for the literary representa-
tion of possession, for they readily seized the imagination and could provide the
basis for a scene of great power, as in Vergil's description of the Sibyl before her
cave at Cumae (Aeneid6.47-5t).

That ancient Greek society associated such behavior with posession is con-
firmed by Plutarch's description of a carefully contrived imitation of possession
by a person who had blasphemed the Mother of the Gods:

on a sudden he threw himself upon the ground . . . and after having
lain there some time without speaking, as if he had been in a trance, he
lifted up his head, and turning it round, began to speak with a feeble
trembling voice, which he raised by degrees: and when he saw the
whole assembly struck dumb with horror, he threw off his mantle, tore
his vest in pieces, and ran half-naked to one of the doors of the the-
atre, crying out that he was driven by the Mothers.. . . He ran toward

5. M. J. Field, Search for Security (London 1960) 55.
6. Hippocrates Sacred Disease 4, trans. W. H. S. Jones. Cf. Luctatius Placidus Glossae, ed. A.

Deverling (Leipzig 1885) 62.
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the city gates, omitting neither sound nor gesture befitting one that was
heaven-struck and distracted.T

Possession, real or feigned, was often good theater. Xenophon remarked,
"all who are under the influence of any of the gods seem well worth gazing at,"
and went on to note that in comparison to those possessed by chaste Love those
possessed by other divinities "have a tendency to be sterner of countenance,
more terrifying of voice, and more vehement."E Frenzy, however, was neither
the constant nor the inevitable mark of such states. Less sensational, but no less
characteristic, were moments of silence, followed by heightened fluency and
awareness, a concentration of faculties, an elevation of expression, and ulti-
mately the reorganization of personality into a new identity and a new social
role.e The inspiration of the Pythia at Delphi, we are coming to recognize,
normally resulted, not in hysteria or delirium, but in elevated expression and a
feeling of insight.lo

If we turn from other forms of possession to nympholepsy, the situation is
even clearer. One could be a nympholept without experiencing such frenzy.
Plato's evidence in this respect is especially revealing. In several dialogues he has
Socrates allude to nympholepsy in a way that presents it as quite unrelated to the
tearing of clothes, the biting of lips, or convulsions and frenzies. In Plato,
nympholepsy betokens heightened awareness and eloquence. In the Phaedrus, for
example, Socrates interrupts his speech on the reasons for yielding to the nonlover
rather than the lover to ask Phaedrus, "does it seem to you as it does to me that
something supernatural is happening to me?" Phaedrus replies that he believes a
"quite unusual rhetorical fluency feuroial has seized" Socrates. To which Socrates
replies, "Hear me then in silence, for I really believe there is something supernatu-
ral about this place. So if as the speech goes on I often become nympholept, do not
be surprised, for I am already not far from speaking in dithyrambs. "ll

7. Plutarch Marcellw 20, trans. Langhorne as modified by J. D. P. Bolton (supra n.2) 137f.
Bolton's discussion in the adjoining pages is very valuable, especially for the distinction between
possession and cataleptic states.

8. Xenophon Symposium 1.9.10, trans. O. J. Todd.
9. There are also similarities to the patterns in theurgy noted by Dodds (supra n.1) Appendix

II, 283-311 (reprinted with minor changes from Dodds [supra n.2] 67).
10. Cf. J. Fontenrose, The Delphic Oracle (Berkeley and Los Angeles 1978) 204-12. Fonten-

rose, in my opinion, goes too far in deemphasizing the Pythia's occasional excitement and the use of
ambiguity and meter and in his rejection of many oracles reported in Herodotus and other sources,
but his views are a healthy corrective to those who imagine the Pythia as uncontrollably frenzied.
Comparative material suggests that frenzy, convulsions, etc., are often the result of resistance to
possession, while the person who accepts possession is less violently affected.

11. Plato Phaedrus 238C f. Cf. the discussion of Strabo 675C on Diogenes of Tarsus apud
Bolton (supra n.7) 136. Possessed persons in antiquity were often said to express themselves through
verse: Plutarch Themistocles26.2 on Olbios; Plutarch Moralia39TC on the prophetess at Delphi, etc.
The verse is often in hexameters, but dithyrambic verse is also associated with divine enthusiasm;
Proclus Cftrestomathy sec.52f. Alternatively, they may add to prepared material additional portions
not originally intended: Aelius Aristides 21 (Smyrnaean Oration) 15.
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coNNoR: lerzed by the Nymphs

At the end of his speech socrates again compares his state to that of a
nympholept: "Did you not notice, my friend, that I am already speaking in
hexameters, not mere dithyrambs, even though I am delivering a speech criticiz-
ing the lover? But if I begin to deliver a speech of praise about the non-lover,
what do you think I will do? Do you not think I will surely be possessed [saphos
enthousiaso) by the nymphs to whom you have deliberately exposed me?,,12

Socrates' language is a useful corrective to the widespread idea that those
possessed by the nymphs were characterizedby convulsions or incoherence. Such
frenzy is not a significant part of Socrates' allusions to possession. He emphasizes
instead a heightened fluency that might be represented as frightening or upsetting,
since it marked a departure from normal patterns. The nymphs, in his view, do not
take away articulate speech. on the contrary, they are more skilled,technik1teras,
than even a greatly admired orator. As Socrates exclaims in phaedrus 263D, "oh
how much more skilled are the nymphs, the daughters of Achelous and pan, son of
Hermes, in the art of speech than Lysias, Cephalus,son.,'

The risk of nympholepsy is linked in the phaedrus to the setting of the
dialogue on the banks of the llissos, outside the city walls. Socrates has already
left his city haunts, started delivering long speeches instead of his usual question-
and-answer exchanges, and risen to a loftier, almost poetic style. He fears that he
may soon be carried even further away from his customary patterns. More
prominent, however, is Socrates' recognition that his physical departure from
the setting of city life makes him vulnerable to this form of possession.

To be sure, this is not the only way, he thinks, in which one might become
possessed. In the Cratylus, in the midst of a very technical and difficult discus-
sion, Socrates again speaks of himself as possessed-this time by Euthyphro the
Prospaltian who "took possession of my soul within his supernatural wisdom,,
(396D).tr rhe discussion of this form of "possession,' is similar to that of
nympholepsy-playful, allusive, self-parodying, but at the same time indicative
of a cultural paradigm that recognized in possession an insight and understanding
that might not otherwise readily be attained. Socrates continues his playful com-
parison between his feelings for Euthyphro and the state of possession as he
urges the participants in the conversation to take advantage of the wisdom he has
acquired from this possesion and "today . . . finish the investigation of names,
but tomorrow, if the rest of you agree, we will conjure it away and purify
ourselves, when we have found someone, whether priest or sophist, who is
skilled in that kind of purifying."u These are playful comments but they utilize

12. Plato Phaedrus24IE,trans. H. N. Fowler, modified.
13. The passages in the Cratylus are quoted in the translation of H. N. Fowler. Bruce

Rosenstock called them to my attention.
14. It is unusual to find possession associated with pollution or with purificatory rites of the sort

alluded to in the Cratylus. Yet a person who experienced an episode that iesembled possession might
be disposed to undertake a purificatory ritual in order to avoid a lasting restructuring of his life about
the experience.

159
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an accepted paradigm about the nature of possession in the society. This para-
digm presents the possessed person, not as mindless, but as someone whose
understanding may be of great value, even if his exceptional state is at the same
time strange or frightening.

Another form of possession is alluded to in the Ion where Plato refers to
those who are possessed by Homer and others by the Muses, orpheus, or
Mousaios. Again the result is not frenzy but elevation, claims of wisdom, elo-
quence, and a kind of stately inward rhythm: "your soul dances,', Socrates says
to lon.ls Although the dialogue contains no allusion to nympholepsy, socrates'
comment calls to mind the stately dances often represented on Attic nymph
reliefs in which a male, often drawn in slightty smaller scale to represent his
mortal status, holds hands with and seems to be dancing with a group of
nymphs.r6 As one surveys the important study of these reliefs by Nikolaus
Himmelmann-Wildschtitz it is hard to resist the conclusion that the reliefs are
tokens of the gratitude of those who felt that they had benefited from a special
contact with the nymphs. we need not insist that each of them represents a case
of nympholepsy to recognize in them expressions of gratitude and of a stately
elevation of spirit.17

These reliefs, then, are not far removed from the tone of plato's allusions to
possession and especially to nympholepsy, which identify the essential mark of
these states as an elevated sensibility.and power of expression. If they involve a
kind of mania, it must be one of the divine madnesses discussed in the Phaedrus
(244A ff , 265D) . Thus, if confronted by a person in a state of mania the supersti-
tious man might spit in his clothes as an apotropaic gesture, and ordinary persons
might shudder and hope never to be so torn from familiar patterns.l8 But some
who had felt the power of the nymphs might be pleased and thankful, even
dedicating reliefs in their gratitude. In possession resides a great if ambiguous
power, one that includes the potential for heightened understanding. A person
who said he had been seized by the nymphs might, for example, be thought
sophos by divine providence-th eiai moirai-as the author of a history of Attica,
Melesagoras (or Amelesagoras) of Eleusis claimed to be.1e

Melasagoras made a further claim: he was not only sophos. wise, but
mantikos, prophetic. Prophecy was expected from nympholepts, who seem often
to have claimed access to special understanding. The prophetic power of
nympholepts takes a special form in the stories about Bakis. The name is not that

15. Plato Ion536B-C.
16. on the nymphs and dancing see Himmelmann-wildschtitz (supra n.l) 1g and nn. 43, 44.
17. Himmelmann-Wildschtitz (supra n.1) 13-25. The Attic nymph reliefs are also discussed by

Renate Feubel, Die attischen Nymphenreliefs (Heidelberg 1935).
18. Theophrastus Characters 16.35. Dodds' chapter on "The Blessings of Madness" in Ifte

Greeks and the lrrational (supran.l) is especially apporit". Note also Herodotus 9.93f.
, 

19' FGrH 330, esp. T 3' The ancient sources quite clearly imply a classical date for the work,
but see Jacoby's arguments for a date around 300 s.c. The work was in prose; the three extant
fragments all concern the mythic period.
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of a single individual, but of various persons who claimed prophetic powers. It

may beihought of as a role or identity adopted by certain individuals and closely

associated with possession by the nymphs. This does not exclude the use of the

name as a literary persona and hence as a way of referring to collections of

hexameter oracles that circulated through much of antiquity.20 Although these

are well known from citations in Herodotus and Pausanias, their significance has

perhaps not been fully appreciated. Not only does their circulation point to the

expectation that nympholepts would have prophetic powers' but the nature of

the oracles points to a public role for this variety of nympholepsy. The tradition

that Bakis was an epitieton, a by-name, for peisistratos may be correct: he may

have claimed to have acquired special wisdom by this form of possession'2l

Nympholepsyinthiscasewouldhavebeenasupportandperhapsalegit imiza-
tion of Peisistratos's public role.zzlt may be surprising and initially difficult for us

to think of an Athenian politician in this way, but the tradition is consistent both

with the other indications of Peisistratid exploitation of oracles and with the

p ic tu reo fnympho lepsy tha t isemerg ing f romour inves t iga t ion : th is fo rmof
possession was thoughi to lead to heightened eloquence and understanding'

There is no good ,"u.on to think that it was always restricted to the private

realm; in the Archaic period it might prove very helpful in political life.

Theconnect ionbetweennympholepsyandprophecyisalsoref lectedinthe
report in pausanias 9.3.9 that on Mount Cithaeron the Sphragitic nymphs prophe-

sied inside a cavern; presumably they spoke through the nympholepts of that

cave to whom Plutarch refers:

the cave of the Sphragitic nymphs was on one of the peaks of Cithaeron'

facing the summer su--nsets, and in it there was also an oracle in former

days, as they say, and many of the natives were possessed of the oracular

power, anditreie were callld nympholEptoi, or nymph-possessed'23

20. on Bakis see Kern, s.v. Bakis, RE Hb. 4 (stuttgart 1896) 2802 f. and Latte, s'v' orakel, RE

Hb. 35 850f.; A. Bouch€-Leclercq, Hisioire de Ia divination (Paris 1879) lI' 105ff'; R'Pettazzoni, La

Religion dans Ia Grcce o"tiqii, t#ns. l. Gouillard (Paris 1952) 109f. The passages in Rohde (supra

n. t) establish the connectr,on with nympholepsy._The most important ancient passages are Aristopha-

nes peace 1070 f. and the scholia ai toc. linctuaing Theopompos FGrH 115 F 77), Pausanias 4'27'4

and 10.L2.11, Herodotus 8.20,77,96, and 9.43. Rohde,314 n'58, argued that Bakis was not a

personal name but the name of a class of possessed persons. This was challenged by Dodds (supra

n.1)  88  n .45 .
21. Thetradition is reported only in the scholion on Aristophanes Peace 1071, but it is consis-

tent with the emphasis on oracles among the Peisistratids; Herodotus 1'62,5'93' 7'6' If the story is

correct it sets in a new light the traditi;n that Solon was feigning madness when he delivered his

poem of the recovery of Silamis (Plutarch So/on 8 et alibi). Was he claiming to be possessed when he

delivered these elegiacs? The entire question of the role of inspiration in early Greek politics

deserves reconsideration.
22 . . |h is isperhapswhyTheopompospa idspec ia la t ten t ion toBak ides inbook9of thePf t i

Iippika: FGrH ll5F7'7.
23. Plutarch Aristides 1l, trans. B. Perrin. See also Plutarch Moralia 628f' and Fraser on

Pausanias 9.3.9.
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Recently Pierre Amandry has made a strong case that another famous cave and
site of worship of the nymphs in this area, the Corycian grotto above Delphi, was
also used for prophecy.2a

Places thought to be inhabited by nymphs were often regarded as sites for
prophecy, and some of the dedications associated with the nymphs may be expres-
sions of gratitude for prophecies they had received.2s The nymphs themselves, like
the closely related figures of the Muses, could be described as prophetesses, as
Erato was said to be in a shrine near Lykosoura.26 Nympholepts could be defined
as prophets and possessed ones, manteis . . . kai epitheiastikoi.2T But their mantic
powers seem to be localized in a particular site, where, as Socrates said on the
banks of the Ilissos, "there is something supernatural about this place. So if as the
speech goes on I often become nympholept, do not be surprised."28

The close link between the nympholept and a specific location is especially
evident in the case of Archedamos of Thera, whose cave on Mount Hymettos
will be discussed in later sections of this essay. But it has its analogies in other
circumstances as well. For example, the name of a certain Pantalkes was in-
scribed, probably in the fourth century B.c., on two inscriptions in a cave not far
from Pharsalus in Thessaly.2e One of these, if Werner Peek's interpretation is
correct, reads:

Pantalkes dedicated this work to the goddesses;
but Anthippa made the laurel rise up.

Anthippa is probably a nymph, singled out from the goddesses mentioned in the
first line of the inscription for special veneration. The laurel presumably grew

24. Pierce Amandry, "Le Culte des Nymphes et de Pan," L'Antre Corycien { BCFI Suppl. IX
(1985) esp. 378 and 411. On a possible case of nympholepsy attested at the cave see.9EG 3.406.

25. The Nymphaion at Apollonia in Illyria must have been an especially dramatic place of
prophecy: Cassius Dio 10.41.45. See also L. Farnell, Cults of the Greek States V (Oxford 1909) 459
n.99. On the Sibylline grotto at Erythrae see K. Boresch,, ltMitt. l7 (1892) 17,20,36.

26. Pausanias 8.37.11. See also Pausanias 10.5.5 on the nymph Daphnis at Delphi and Bloch's
discussion in Roscher /ru. Lexikon lll (Leipzig L897 -1902) 5l3tf .

27. Hesychius, s.v. vupQ6)'qntor (Latte Nu 724).
28. Plato Phaedrus 238D. The inspiration seems localized, just as nymphs themselves are

closely bound to a specific setting: a Hamadryad, for example, will perish if the tree with which she is
associated is destroyed.

29. SEG 1.247 and 248,2.357,3.4'76, 16.377 and 378; A. S- McDevitt, Inscriptions from
Thessaly (Hildesheim 1970) nos. 166 and 171. Pantalkes' inscriptions are discussed by Werner Peek,
"Metrische Inschriften," Mnemosynon Theodor Wiegand, ed. J. F. Crome et al. (Munich 1938), esp.
II, "Die Inschriften der Grotte bei Pharsalos," 18-27. See also Hiller von Gaertringen, "Theraeische

Studien," Archaeologike Ephemeris (1931)1,57f. Both authors note parallels to Archedamos'cave.
Himmelmann-Wildschtitz (supra n.1) 10 followed the text by Comparetti, but later, inthe Marburger
Winckelmann-Programm for 1957 (17), cited Peek's work on the inscriptions. Himmelmann-
Wildschtitz contended that as in Archedamos's cave, the inscriptions are the work of later followers
and admirers of the nympholept. See also the discussion by F. T. van Straten, "Gifts for the Gods,"
in H. S. Versnel, ed., Faith, Hope and Worship (Leiden l98l)79 and 95, and the comments by Pleket
in the same volume, 162. I am grateful to Christian Habicht for assistance on these inscriptions.
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in a sacred grove, an alsos or kEpos, near the cave. Although these details

remind us of Archedamos' cave at Vari, one of the most important examples of

nympholepsy, Pantalkes' cave was shared by many divinities, as the second

inscription makes clear:

GOD
FORTUNE

Welcome all visitors, each female and male,
men and women, alike boYs and girls,
to this place sacred to Nymphs, Pan and Hermes,
to Lord Apollo and Herakles and followers.
This is the cave of Chiron and Asklepios and Hygieia.
To them belong this whole place, and the most sacred things within it,
those that grow and the tablets and dedications and the numerous gifts.
The nymphs made Pantalkes a distinguished man-
The nymphs who tread upon this land, they made him their overseer.
He helped these plants grow and shaped things with his hands;
they in turn gave him a generous living for all his days'
Herakles gave him strength and aretd and power,
with which he struck these stones and built them up.
Apollo and his son Hermes give
health and a good living through all the age.
Pan gives him laughter and fun and a justified hybris;
Chiron granted him to be wise and a poet.
Now go on up with good fortune; sacrifice, all of you;
say your prayers; enjoy yourself. For forgetfulness of all cares
is here and your share of good things, and victory in strife.

The presence of such a large number of divinities, the relaxed and even playful

tone of the verse, the avoidance of the language of possession and domination
may well make us doubt whether Pantalkes was a nympholept. But his verse

again draws attention to the blessings of the nymphs and their associates: a
"generous living," strength, laughter, fun, the indeterminate "justified hybris,"

and the gifts that let Pantalkes claim to be an aner agathos, sophos, and an

aoidos.
The blessings of the nymphs were also affirmed in a cave on a sharply

pointed hill in Cyprus. There, near Kafizin, hundreds of inscribed sherds, some

in Greek, some in a local syllabary, have been recovered and published by the

late T. B. Mitford.3o Many of these are from pots dedicated by one Onesagoras
in the late third century B.c. to a nymph variously described as "the one on the

30. T. B. Mitford, The Nymphaeum of Kafizin, Kadmos Suppl. II (Berlin 1980). See also sEG

30.1608. O. Masson,."A propos des inscript ions...  de Kafizin," BCH 105 (1981) 623-49; J.

Pouilloux, ..Le Dernier Livre de T. B. Mitford," Revue de Philologie 56 (1982) 99-103, and J. Robert

and L. Robert, Bulletin Epigraphique [1981] no. 636 (REG 94 [1981]) 474-76. I am indebted to

Ronald Stroud for assistance with this material.
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sharply pointed hill" (e.g., nos.62, 104) or as "his sister" (e.g., no. 26) or"daughter" (nos. 253 and 259) and perhaps as one who,.hearkens to her suitor"
(no. 251). There are frequent references to Agathe Tyche, but few to other
divinities.

Mitford believed that most of the dedications came from.businessmen in_
volved in the flax and linseed trade who dedicated to the nymph tithes reflecting
their gratitude for her help. onesagoras, a leader of this group, may actually be
portrayed on some of the vases, those with bearded heads upon them (nos. 262-
66), as Archedamos was in his cave at vari. onesagoras aiparently had a pro-
phetic role, or such seems the most prausible inference from the unusual word
manziarchEsas (slc), that is, "performing the function of. a msntiarchos,,, i.e.,
making predictions based on the examination of the intestines of sacrificial ani-
mals.3r Although he is never described as nymphol€ptos, the intensity of his
devotion and the occurrence of the language of subordination to the nymph (nos.
9,29r) make such an inference very likely.32 If so, his possession seems not to
have interfered with business; indeed onesagoras probably thought his relation
with the nymph helped him in his career (nos.266 and267). This should not
appear surprising if we remember that nympholepsy is not an illness or form of
madness, but a state of heightened awareness and expression.

Many features of onesagoras's dedications correspond closely to what we
know of nympholepts and the forms of their devotion. The adaptation of family
and erotic terminology to describe the relation with the nymph, the use of self_
portraiture, the link to prophecy, and the hints of heightened skill and under-
standing, not to mention the choice of a rural cave for the dedications, are all
features that can claim special significance in the understanding of nympholepsy.

Shrines such as that developed by pantalkes are rarery the work of people
mentioned in our literary sources. Literature, however, does provide u *gglr-
tive analogy to the caves that seem often to have been the locus of veneration of
the nymphs. The semi-mythologized stories about Epimenides of crete assert
that he disappeared for many years-fifty-seven, in most versions-while he
slept in a cave. on his return, according to Theopompus, he began to build a
shrine to the nymphs. Although the sources do not make it "*pli.it, it seems
likely that the shrine was in the cave where he had once disappeared. Then a
voice from heaven told him, "Epimenides, not for the Nymphs, tut for Zeus.,,33

31. Cf. Robert and Robert (supra n.30) 4j4_76.
32. on subordination to_th-e.nymph see the epigram of chrysogonos of cos in R. Herzog,

Kois.che Forschungen (Leipzig 1899) no. 163, pp. 103fi. and the retiei (s.It.p.) found near Halicarnas-
sus. in which one Apelles alludes to himself as a hypourgos of the gods, probably including threeNaiads in that number. G. E. Bean and J. M. coo( rsa so 119ssf ol una pt. tz and van Straten
Bull.A.Beschaving 1,5 (1976) t9 and fig. 28.

33. In addition to Theopompos FGrH 115 F 67 see pausanias 1.14.4, Diogenes Laertius
1' 10' 109 ff' , Plutarch Solon 12, and the other sources collected in VS 3. The story alluded to in these
texts seems to me a thinly veiled representation of a case of nympholepsy and a movement beyond it.The years in the cave are an external view of a disappearance from the iamity analogous to that of a
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The shift toward Zeus may reflect a tension between the cult of the olympian
gods, so prominent in urbanized civic religion, and the veneration of lesser
divinities that played a special role in rural and private religion.r+ Its analogue
would be Epimenides' role as a traveling purifier brought in by cities when
special rituals were needed.35

If we draw together the diverse material which we have found from many
sites and periods of the Greek world we find a pattern that is remarkably consis_
tent' The nympholept emerges not as an epileptic or madman but as a person of
special inspiration and of a distinct status within society. often the nympholept is
the creator or embellisher of a cult place, usually a rustic one, remote from the

. city' But the site is not a place for purely private or individual religiosity. proph-
ecy and perhaps healing or purification can be found there. Its benefits should
not be underestimated.

This confers upon the nympholept a special status within the society. In-
deed, some evidence suggests that not only did the nympholept have a special
contact with what was hory and with the power that came fiom tire divine, he was
himself sacre d, hieros. An epigram of cailimachus makes this expricit:

A nymph has seized Astakides the cretan from the mountain. Astakides
is now sacred.

No-longer, my shepherds, no longer in the Dictaean woods
Will we sing Daphnis, but always Astakides.36

Astakides is not called pious (easebis), ritually pure (hagnos), or some other
term for religious devotion. He has become hieros, that is, removed from theprofane world and made part of the sacred.37

This suggests an important change in perspective in our view of nympho-
lepts. They can be understood as part of a long line of holy men, a diverse and
changing company that reaches back to the seers and cathariic specialists of early
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nympholept' The shrine is not explicitly identified with the cave, but such work would be typical ofanympholept.
Epimenides' link to the nymphs is also reflected in the stories that make him the son of a nymphBlasta or Balte: prutarch soton 12, srda, s.v. Epimenides (Epsilon zan xrcij-.on an oracre bookthat circulated under his name see J. Toepffer, ,Airrs che Geneaiogieln"rrin issef iazi.
34. Nymphs, to be sure, were sometimes venerated in the city, ", on th"'A.roporis at Athensand in Thera, and were included in the sacral calendars of several Attic demes. See D. whitehead,Demes of Attica (Princeton l9g5) 193 n.91.

1: 9r Bakides as purifiers see Theopomp os FGrH ll5 F 77.
36. Callimachos EpigramXXU ea\; Ani. pal. 7.5t8.
37' It is unusual to call a human being hieros. oedipus uses this word to describe himself whenhe arrives at colonus in Sophocles oc 28i , perhaps in inticipation of rris oisappearance and entryinto a divine world' Are the same connotations present below the surface when socrates in his lastdays likens his prophetic powers to those of the swans, wlo as servants or apoiroliig beautifur songsjust before their death: Plato Phaedo 858? see also Aristophanes Frogs 652 andEuripides Alcestis75.
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stages of Greek civilization and down to the saints of Orthodox Christianity'38

The nympholept shares with them a direct participation in the sacred, in all its

u*" "nd po*"i. Yet individual holy men differ in many important respects. For

this reason it is essential to turn to an individual we may now be better able to

understand. Archedamos from Thera, and the cave he frequented on the slopes

of Mount Hymettos'

ARCHEDAMOS

Richard Chandler, traveling in the 1760s under the sponsorship of the Soci-

ety of Dilettanti, visited Vari, "a metochi or farm belonging to a Greek monas-

tery . . . and distant about four hours" from the town of Athens. He spent the

night under the stars near the Sounion road and ascended early in the morning to
..a cave or grotto . . . distant about three quarters of an hour, inland, in the

mountain. . . . It affords shelter to the goatherds in winter and is frequented at

all seasons for water by those who have their occupation on the mountain' Our

men made a fire to purify the air and we tarried all day, dining again on a sheep

roasted whole."3e
Chandler found the site a "singular curiosity . . . of a species' . . not de-

scribed by any traveller." A natural cavern with stalactites and a spring had in

antiquity been elaborately embellished and inscribed.e In large part the work

had been done by one Archedamos, whose name is inscribed six times in the

cave. Twice it appears next to a carved figure of a man holding stoneworking

tools-perhaps one of the earliest Greek examples of self-portraiture' Another

occurrence (IC tz 786) is the name and [h]a ThEraios carved into the rock of the

3g. See peter Brown, "The Rise and Function of the Holy Man," Society and the Holy in Late

Antiquity (Berkeley and Los Angeles 1982), and G. Fowden, "The Pagan Holy Man in Late Antique

Society," JIIS 102 (L982) 33-59.
3-9. Richard Chandler, Travels in Greece (Oxford 1776) I48; hereafter "Chandler." On his

career see w[arwick] w[roth] in Dictionary of National Biography IV (London 1908) 40f. Descrip-

tions of the cave by ottt"r ""tty travelers are listed in C. H. Weller et al', "The Cave at Yari"' AlAT

(lg15)Ze n.4; heieafter ,.Weiler et al." Sir William Gell visited the cave in 1805; his sketches are in a

notebook in the British School at Athens; Finley P 4:L no. 4534; reproduced in P. Amandry,
, .Manuscr i tsdeGel l , "  L 'Ant reCoryc ien ,BCI ISupp l .? (1981)68) .Ge l l ' sessay"onSomesacred
caverns of the Greeks" is now in tire Gennadios Library in Athens. L. F' S' Fauvel and his friend

Foucherot visited the cave in 1780 and left their names inscribed in the rock but published no

account.
40. The cave can be found on the map printed as fig. 3 in C. W. J. Eliot, Coastal Demes of

Attika ('foronto 1962) (Phoenix suppl. 5) and in the map on p. 357 of J. E J9nes, L. H. Sackett, and

A. J. Graham, "An Attic country^Houie below the cave of Pan at Vari," BsA 68 (1973) 355-452'

see also E. curtius and J. A. iaupert, Atlas von Athen (Berlin 1878) Blatt VIII' 2' 30f' The

inscriptions are published in IG l'� 778-800 and will appear as IG 13 977ff ' Useful-photographs of the

"un" ur" to be found in Weller et al., and in F. Muthmann, Mutter u. Quelle (Basel1975) Tafel 16; W'

Wrede, Attika (Athens 193a) pl. 10; and Himmelmann-Wildschiitz (supra n.1) Abb' 1' The deme in

which the cave is located has usually been identified as Anagyros, but Lower Lamptrai also seems

possible: H. Lauter, ,,Zwei Horos-Inschriften bei Vari," Archaeologischer Anzeiger (1982)299-315.
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cave near the first landing as one descends (T in Fig. 1). Three other inscriptions
allude to the work Archedamos did to develop the cave and provide a little more
information about the man. one of these is found a few feetlrom the landing on
one's right as one descends through the northern chamber of the cave (p in iig.
l) (IG 12788, Weller et al. no. 20):

'Ap166npog 6 @-
4gcrlog 6 vupg-
6l,qnrog qQcE-
clor, NuppOv r-
d,vtgov tsEqqy-
dlaro.

Archedemos of rhera, the nympholept, at the instructions of the nymphs
worked out this cavern.
Two further inscriptions bearing his name occur on opposite sides of a single

loose block found in the southern chamber of the cave (id p 7g4, weller et al.
no. 17):

'Ap166apog ho @eg-
crlog xd:rov Nri-
pgcnE Egrireuoev.

Archedamos of Thera cultivated a garden for the Nymphs.
The other side of this inscription is also of great signlficance: (IG lz 7g5,

weller et al. no. 16). weller et al. reported this inscription as follows:ar
'A9166[c]pog ho @ep-
clog xcri lolovo6
1eE r{rl vdvgcrr, €[-
oor,x[o66]peoev

The varied restorations and interpretations of this inscription will be discussed
below. At the moment it is sufficient to note the recurrent use of the name, at
crucial places in the cave, on the right as one begins the descent through the
northern chamber, twice on one's left as one begins to ascend the southern
chamber, and once close to the point at which one enters or departs from the
cave, and on both sides of the block whose original location will be discussed in
the final section of this paper.

Archedamos'work on the cave is likely to have taken a long time and much
effort.a2 Even the preparation of the ground and the hauling of t-he water for the

41' The illustration on p.297 of Weller et al. make it clear that the first iota in line three of theinscription is a restoration. Their iext, however, prints the letter without brackets-a mere typo-graphical error, I believe.
42' The variation between Attic and Doric forms as well as the variation in letter forms suggeststhat the inscriptions were carved over a considerable period of time. Himmelmann-Wildschiitz
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kepos_probablyfromthespringinsidethecave---cannothavebeeneasy.Yeta
garden or grove was an upp-priut" setting for the nymphs' who loved untrodden

InA -u.ginul land Urrt atro ielighted in the pleasures of trees and flowers'43

If we try to envision the setting, the lines of Ibykos are perhaps our best

guide:

Only in Spring grow quinces and pomegranates watered in streams in

the inviolate gurd"n of the Maidens, and swelling grape-blossoms thrive

beneath the shade of the vine shoots: but for me there is no season when

love lies quiet.4

These verses remind us that such a garden might well include trees as well as

flowers and resemble a sacred grove (atsos) such as one of the "groves full of

flowers,, that Artemis and the nymphs shared near the mouth of the Alpheios'45

Theplantsincludequinces,grapes'pomegranatgs.f loButothertreessuchasthe
poplar that grew near the cave of the nymphs on lthaca (odyssey 17.205-1D

might also be found there. Myrtle, which grew in the grove of the nymphs where

Rilisthos made his sacrifice, is described in Euripides Elektra 77 4 ff ' , could also

be expected.
Aslbykos, l ineshint,suchgardenswereoftenamorousplaces:Aphrodite

somet imesshares themwi th thenymphs,andtheyareof ten f i l l edwi th the
flowers and fruits associated with love. Sappho (fr . 2 L&P) and Pindar (Pythian

5.23_25)a lsoremindusof theero t icaspec to fsuchaset t ing .d l ln la te rGreek
literature the gardens of the nymphs are even more romantic, as Longos' descrip-

tion of a cave of the nymphs reminds us:

t."p." *rl u.rieved that these inscriptions were the work of followers of Archedamos who thereby

commemorated his work in the cave. It seems quite possible, however, to.accommodate them all

within the lifetime of a single person who chose to.p"uk in the third rather than the first person' Cf'

L. H. Jeffery, torot Srripi, oi iLrchaic Greece (Oxford 1961) 319. The evidence of the letter forms is

conveniently summarized in'Weller et a1.,300. The analogy to letter forms.on public inscriptions

must be used with great caution, as the salutary remarks of M. Walbank, "Criteria for the Dating of

Fifth Century Attic Inscripioi,,, phoro, (Siudies B. D. Merritt) 164, remind us. See also P'

Hansen, Carmina Epigraphica (Berlin 1983) no'321'

43. Chandler, rsr, suglested that thegarden might be one of the quickly withering gardens of

Adonis, actually planted *iiiin tt " cave itself. Recenidiscussions of such gardens are to be found in

M.Detienne,GardensofAclonls(AtlanticHighlands'N'J'1977);W'Burkert 'S.tructureandHistory
(Berkeley and Los Angeles 1979i 110; and G. Pilitsis, "The Gardens of Adonis in Serres Today"'

M odern Greek Studies 3 (1985) 145-66'
44. Ibykos, puc i6i, "i"d Athenaeus 13.601b, trans. Gulick. Gulick's note in the Loeb

edition establishes that the "Maidens" are indeed nymphs. cf . M. L. West on Hesiod Theogony 346'

45. Strabo 8.3.12,343C, as emended'

46. on the u..o"iution_ot quinces and similar fruit, mela, with the nymphs note the myth of the

Hesperides, Apollonios 4.1395 fi. and scholia to Clement of Alexandria Protrepticus 14' 13 (pp' 302f '

Staehlin-Treu).
4? .onSapphoseeespec ia l l yJ .Wink le r , . .GardensofNymphs, ' , inH.P.Fo |ey ,ed . ,Ref lec .

tions of Women in Antiquity (New York i981) 63-90'
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a hqge rock, hollow and vaulted within, but round without. The statues
of the Nymphs were cut most curiously in stone; their feet unshod, their
arms bare to the shoulder, their hair loose over their necks, their eyes
sweetly smiling. . . . the mouth of the cave was in the midst of that great
rock; and from it gushed up a strong crystal fountain, and running Jff in
a fair current or brook, made before the holy cave a fresh, green and
flowery mead. There were hanging up and consecrated therJ milking-
pails, pipes, and hautboys, whistles and reeds, the offerinss of the an-
cient shepherds.+a

Archedamos' cave was perhaps a less romantic setting; indeed we may wonder
whether such an isolated place, so far from the sociability, matchmaking, and
love affairs of the city, could have a strong association with love. yet paradoxes
are never lacking near this cave. Culture and civilization are left far behind, but
in these wilds one encounters a place of painstaking cultivation. It seems to leave
no room for human affection but to be a place for a more than human devotion.

The other side of the inscription that refers to the garden for the nymphs
contains one of the most difficult texts from the cave. Although chandler and
others thought it contained the demotic Kholleides, the excavators'examination
of the text showed that this was in error. The only geographical term on the
inscriptions is the epithet ThEraios, which occurs four times on the inscriptions
and strongly affirms his ties with the island of rhera.ae rhus he was not an
Athenian citizen but a resident alien, a metic. This does not, however, answer
the question of what he was doing in this remote location. Metics performed
many services in classical Athens; they varied widely in wealth, social standing,
and occupation.s' we may imagine Archedamos in any of several roles. perhafs
he was an itinerant merchant whose busineis brought him down the coastal plain
and then led him to cross the saddle of Hymettos to reach the inland settlements
to the east. or he may have been a worker in a Hymettos quarry (certainly not a
skilled sculptor, to judge from the quality of the carving in itre cave;.sr But these

- 48. Longos Daphnis and chtoe I sec. 4, trans. G. Thornley, rev. J. M. Edmonds. cf. thedescription of the shrine of the nymphs in [Hippokratesl Epist. 17 .30 (Lu,re l.sloj, are there hints inthis passage that Demokritos's madness is iinked to nympholepsy?
49' Chandler's view was based on a misinterpritation of the crux in inscript ion 16, IG lz 7g5.

His view was refuted by Weller et al.
50' On metics see Davrd_ Whitehe ad ldeotogy of the Athenian Metic, Cambndge philological

Society Suppr. 4 (r97j), and Hommer, s.v. Metoiioi, RE 30 Hb. (Stuugari rg32) r42rtt.There is auseful list of the known occupations of metics in P. Gerhardt , bie altirrh" Mitoikir, (diss. Koe-
ry**g 1933)' Although on IG 22 l}b georgos is the most commonly listed occupation for metics,Michael Jameson (CJ 73 11977-19781 134t.) has shown reason to believe that these individuals werefreedmen ratherthan foreign immigrants to Attica. The debate on the inscription continues; see mostrecently P. Harding, .,Metics: Foreigners or Slaves?" ZpE 67 (Ig1lS) 176_g2.

51' We assume th^t Archedamos had some wealth or employment that enabled him to sustain arelatively ambitious project over a long period of time. cr. tn" ""r" of onesagoras, who is known tohave been a trader. But there is anotheipossibility: that the site itselfsustainJd him, at least in part,through its garden, perhaps through some sheep oi goats, but eventually from the gifts and assistanceof those who came to his shrine and may lave hetpid him find the wherewithal for his work. In fact
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possibilities were left in silence, as best we can tell, by Archedamos' Of greater

importance to him was his connection to Thera and the central fact of his

nympholepsy. His marginality, both in the civic life of Athens and in his move-

ment to the uncultivated land on the slopes of the mountain, is unmistakable.

Yet there is perhaps a hint of pride in the inscriptions with their repeated epithet

ThEraios, the affirmation that he was nymphol€ptos, and the claim that his work

on the cave was guided by the instructions of the nymphs's2

The inscription that is before us (no. 16), however, poses some very difficult

problems. The excavators of the cave, as we have seen, rejected Chandler's

notion that the text concealed the demotic Kholleides but proposed no interpreta-

tion of the unintelligible sequence of letters clearly visible on the stone:

'Aq166[c]poE ho @eg-
o0og xci Xoilovob
XsE tqr] vrlvgcr 6l-
oor,x[o66]peoev

The beginning and end of the text make satisfactory sense: "Archedamos of

Thera . . . perfected a dwelling for the Nymph." But the middle portion con-

sists of an unintelligible, indeed impossible, combination of letters,

xo^oNoalxE>. various suggestions have been proposed: Hiller proposed

1oi'd(E) 6(qxe6r![E], "the lame dancer," a restoration encouraged by the mis-

taken belief that the representation of Archedamos showed his feet turned

inward in a way that might suggest lameness.s3 Later, in the editio minor of the

Attic corpus he printed logdv 6qleotb[g], apparently thinking the letters con-

cealed an allusion to a dancing place.sa
The association of the nymphs with dancing is well known and the excava-

tors of the cave suspected that they had found "a suitable place for the stately

dance" in a small platform of firmly packed yellow dirt in the lower part of the

cave.55 This restoration provides a direct object for the verb and thereby main-

tains the parallelism with the inscription on the other side of the stone. These

attractions should not be overestimated, for one can easily extrapolate an under-

stood object ("dwelling place") from the root of the verb. Since, moreover' the

lambda seems secure, and the word order in Hiller's restored text is very harsh,

another possibility demands consideration-that the letters contain an allusion

to cholos, bile, a substance sometimes associated with states of. mania ot of

we know very little about such private cult places and their economics and should remain open to the

possibility that the nymiholept was supported in part by those who came to visit the cave.

52. He also seems proud of being a worker. In his self-portrait he represents himself dressed in

a short chiton, tools in hand, at work on the cave. There is no trace here of a fear of the banausic.

53. Hiller von Gaertringen, "IG I 424," Hermes 39 (1904) 472f '
54. IG 12 785. If this is the sense, o. Hoffmann's suggestion in sGDl IV, 4 p. 796 n.70, 16pov

6pXemepl, is preferable.
55. Weller et al.  281.
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possession in the ancient writers. The Aristotelian Problems, for example, in
discussing the belief that those men who are outstanding in philosophy, poetry,
or the arts tend to melancholy proposes the theory that black bile contains a
mixture of cold and hot (95aa1"4) and that

those with whom it is excessive and hot become manic (manikoi), clever
(euphueis) or amorous (erotikoi). . . . Because of the propinquity of this
heat to the seat of intellection many are afflicted with manic sicknesses,
or those having to do with inspiration; that is the origin of Sibyls and
Bakides and all who are possessed.56

We should not, then, be surprised if the inscription alluded in some way to
Archedamos as a person who experienced some disorder in his bile. The word
chol1des, bilious, might be possible, but in the light of Archedamos' penchant
for exotic language a more convoluted phrase is not impossible. A metathesis of
the omicron and the delta at the end of the second line and the use of epsilon
sigma to represent -IE as an alternative formation for -eug would yield the phrase
cholon docheus, that is, "the receptacle of biles."s? Such a use of docheus is not
entirely surprising; the metaphor representing inspiration as the divine filling of
a human vessel, well attested in later antiquity, is already in use in Plato (Phae-
drus 235C, D).sa 15" phrase, while extraordinary, is perhaps not too exotic for
this exceptional man.se

56. Aristotle Problemata 30.954a32-34, trans. W. S. Hett. The passage is similar in important
respects to Plato Timqeus 71C and to the description of an illness in the Hippocratic treatise on
internal illnesses, chap. 48. This illness derives from the bile and its effect on the liver and thence the
head. The symptoms are headache, fever, darkening of the vision, and delirium. After describing
these and other symptoms the author remarks, "This illness afflicts people especially when they are
traveling and if someone makes a journey along a deserted road when fear takes hold of him from an
apparition." The passage may be an attempt to relate the illness to nympholepsy and related forms of
possession.

Among the ancient passages that are relevant to a discussion of the role of bile are Hippocrates
Sacred Disease 18, Anaxagoras yS 59A105 (cf. Philolaos VS 44A27 and pseudo-Demokritos yS 68C3
and C 6 and Aristotle Parts of Animals 4.2.6'77a30, Galen 8.177 Kiihn). A link between prophecy and
bile may also help explain Metrodorus's elaborate system (VS 61 no. 4; cf. no. 6) in which Apollo is
equated with bile, apparently as part of an allegorical interpretation of Trojan war myths. On the use
of bile in the treatment of epilepsy, etc., see Plutarch Moralia 552Fff .

57. In some Greek dialects -es is used lor -eus; see C. D. Btck, Greek Dialects (Chicago 1955)
sec. 111, and L. Threatte , Grammar of Attic Inscriptions (Phonology) (Berlin 1980) 346f.

58. In later Greek, dochew and its cognates are frequently used to refer to inspiration or
possession: Hermias on Plato Phaedrus 245A = p. 111 Ast. : P. Couvreur, BibliothCque de I'Ecole
des Hautes Etudes 133 (Paris 1901); cf. Hermias, p. 87 Couvreur; Proclus on Plato's Republic,2. p.
246 Kroll = 3,p.203, Festugidre, and Proclus's commentary onthe Cratylus sec. 176 : Pasquali pp.
100.21 ff. Note also Eusebius Pr.Evangel.5.8.1l = sec. 194 ad fin., p. 239 Mras, citing Porphyry's
explication of an oracular verse. Cf. Pr.Evangel.3.16.1 : sec.126 and 5.9.6 = sec. 196. On the idea
that a god might temporarily be incarnated in a human being see Dodds (supra n.2) 65.

59. If the phrase were securely attested we would have an interesting combination of two
different modes of understanding possession: one a material or medical one emphasizing bile; the
other a psychic or theological one, presenting the person as a recipient of some force outside himself.
The combination of two such attitudes in a single sensibility is not entirely surprising, especially if
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This crux is perhaps best recognized as a tantalizing but insoluble problem.
But whatever approach to it we adopt, certain features of this inscription are
inescapable. It reflects, for example, his characteristic preference for elevated
language, which can be seen in several of the inscriptions. We have noticed that
his descriptions often use resonant, even exotic phraseology. The cave is not a
mere sp€laion, but an qntron, a poetic word. The verbs he chooses are not
kosmeO, kallopizo, ekpone6, or kataskeuazl, but in the resonant exergazomai
and exoikodome|, a rare word in classical Greek.tr Combined with a poeticism
such as phradaisi NumphOn, "by the instructions of the nymphs," the vocabulary
gives an elevated, quasi-poetic tone to his inscriptions, the counterpart of the
elevation of style and tone we have found associated with nympholepts.6l

There is also a tendency towards the hexameter in this inscription and that on
the reverse side. The phrase t{t] vrivqcu, 61oor.x[o66]peoev found on inscription
no. 16 (IC tz 785), could be a rough completion to a dactylic hexameter. Similarly
the final words on the other side of the block, xdrtov Nripqcr,g Bgtteuoev, have a
recognizable hexameter cadence. For all their crudeness, these inscriptions show
some signs of the elevation of language and the tendency towards hexameter verse
that Socrates alluded to in his discussions of nympholepsy.

There remain many difficulties in the interpretation of these inscriptions and
of the cave in which Archedamos worked. Especially interesting are two carvings
in the living rock of the cave, one of a seated figure that dominates the southern
chamber, and a strange object near it, now hard to make out but in earlier times
variously referred to as a phallo,s or an omphalos by visitors to the cave (C in Fig.
1). To these objects we must return, for there is more to be learned about
Archedamos and his cave. Yet even at this point the inscriptions and other
carvings in the cave, for all their difficulties, give some picture of this proud and
devoted man.62 Later in this essay we shall return to the cave and argue that it is
likely to have been a place of prophecy, but first it may be helpful to look more
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Archedamos were a person of some intellectual pretensions, perhaps not entirely unlike Teiresias,
whom Sophocles could plausibly represent as theorizing in a sophisticated, even "enlightened" way.
Cf. P. Roth, "Teiresias as Manrr.r and Intellectual," TAPA ll4 (1984) esp. 68.

60. Among the fifth-century writers I have found it only in Herodotus' descriptions of Amasis'
great temple of Isis (2.176.2) and of the Alcmeonid temple at Delphi (5.62.2), and in Aristophanes
Birds to describe the six-hundred-foot-high wall used to blockade the gods (1124).

61. The inscriptions are not in any regular metrical form;see, however, P. A. Hansen, Carmina
Epigraphica(Berl in1983)no.321. Phrad€iscertainlyunusualandpoetic.Inclassicalproseitoccurs
in IG 12 685 and the lex sacra from Mantinea, IG 5 (2) 26I,line 15. G. Fougdres, BCH 16 (1982)
576ff., noted the pardllel to the Archedamos inscription.

62. There is no sign of an altar. The nymphs were often worshipped without animal sacri-
fice. See H. Herter, s.v. Nymphai, RE 34 Hb. (Stuttgart 1937) 1556f. (On wineless offerings to
the nymphs see A. Henrichs, "The Sobriety of Oedipus," HSCP 87 [1983] 97.) But animal sacri-
fice is also attested: Euripides Elektra 785ff ., Nonnos Dionysiaka M.97-102, Plutarch Mor. 628F .
Mitford (supra n.30) no. 285. On the archaeological evidence from the cave at Vari see Weller et
al.278.
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through a comparative approach based onwidely at nympholepsy, especially
material from other cultures.

POSSESSION IN OTHER CULTURES

Much of what we have seen about the role of the nympholept in ancient

Greek culture has parallels in accounts of possession in other cultures. Such
parallelism, however, needs to be used with caution and constant awareness of

the differences between ancient Greek civilization and the settings from which

the comparative material is drawn. Yet from time to time parallels to other

cultures make vivid and credible what may seem vague or difficult to grasp in our

ancient sources. The studies of possession in other cultures, moreover, alert us to

a set of questions and relationships that might otherwise be neglected or under-
emphasized. Chief among these is the relationship between the possessed person

and society.
Let us begin with a recurrent observation about the nature of possession as it

appears in some better-documented societies. M. J. Field's discussion of posses-

sion among the Ashanti in Ghana, for example, provides a vivid picture and an
important observation about the element of social control that operates even at

the height of possession.63 She notes that possession is preceded by a "few

minutes of dreamy inaccessibility," usually followed by

intense motor excitement. The medium leaps to his feet with flailing
arms, quivering, dancing, leaping, singing, shouting and perhaps "proph-

esying" with words regarded as not his own. Great feats of strength and
endurance may be performed under this excitement. . . ' More often
the performance is quieter, but never is the medium quite still. He is
always in a quivering vibration. The end of the excitement is
abrupt. The medium flings himself against a wall, on the ground, on a
seat or into someone's arms and becomes limp' A genuinely bewildered
expression overspreads his face-that of someone awaking from sleep in
unfamiliar surroundings. The exhaustion that follows is appropriate to
the amount ofphysical energy expended.

The fit is "usually of short duration, not often more than two or three hours,
though a whole day's possession has sometimes been reported." An untrained
observer might easily mistake this performance for an epileptic fit or other

seizure. But Field stresses the element of restraint, even at the most intense

moments of possession: "Often he throws off his clothes, but never outrages
decency." Among professional mediums, at least, behavior "becomes modified
and controlled according to traditional ritual."s

The shamans of the remote North differ in numerous respects from these

63. Field (supra n.5) 56ff.
64. Field (supra n.5) 57.
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prophets of the Ashanti, but their possession too is integrated into the structure of

their society and regularized: there is a recognized process by which a prophetic

state can be induced more or less at will; within this state behavior may be greatly

agitated and to our eyes out of control, but, as N. K. Chadwick long ago showed,

there is good reason to believe that the shaman is "in full possession of all his fac-

ulties throughout the entire performance."65 Many considerations support this

conclusion, at least as a general rule. For example, Chadwick points out that "dur-

ing the ecstasy of the Kazak batcshawhile he is flinging himself about with closed

eyes, he can nevertheless lay his hand on anything he may happen to require."

How such a state might appear "from within," that is to the person pos-

sessed, is less easily conjectured, but the literature on shamans and other pos-

sessed persons is rich with suggestions. An account given to the Danish explorer

Rasmussen by an Eskimo shaman is especially revealing. Before becoming a

shaman the Eskimo had wandered off seeking inspiration in solitude. He became

melancholy, would weep for no apparent reason' and then

for no reason at all would suddenly be changed, and I felt a great,

inexplicable joy, a joy so powerful that I could not restrain it, but had to

breal into song, a mighty song with room for only one word, joy' joy!

And I had to use the full strength of my voice. And then in the midst of

such a fit of mysterious and overwhelming delight I became a shaman,
not knowing myself how it came about. But I was a shaman. I could see
and hear in a totally different way. I had gained my enlightenment, the

shaman's light of brain and bodY.6

The prophets of the Ashanti also often receive their calling after withdrawing to

the bush, sometimes for terrifyingly long periods, sometimes more briefly:

He had been out in the bush all day, hunting, and in the evening heard a
sound of whistling and someone repeatedly calling his name. He came

home frightened and trembling, and when he reached home was
"shaken" still more.

Such descriptions may encourage us to think of the phenomenon as a purely

personal or psychological one. But there is a further dimension, as the continua-

tion of the account makes clear:

He sought advice at an old shrine and was told that an obosom wanted to
come. He set up a shrine on the site of his old hunting camp and became
highly prosperous and respected.6T

65. Chadwick (supra n.2) 17f . M. Eliade, Shamanism (New York 1964) 4 et passim, sharply

differentiates spirit possession from shamanism and insists that shamans are not to be considered
.,possessed." For a ielling criticism of Eliade's view see Lewis (supra n.2) 49-57. On the analogy

between shamans and figures in Greek society see W. Burkqrt, "GOES" Rheinisches Museum n.s.

ros (1962) 36-ss.
66. Rasmussen cited in Lewis (supra n'2) 37. See also Chadwick (supra n'2) 60'

67. Field (supra n.5) 65.
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Descriptions such as these, despite all the differences in social, economic,
and cultural circumstances, help us imagine more clearly the nature of posses-
sion. But of even greater significance are the persistent indications that posses-
sion is subject to certain social norms and hence has to be understood not solely
as a phenomenon in "personal religion" but also as a relationship between the
possessed person and others in a society.6e In Africa, as R. Firth has emphasized
in his summary of anthropological research on this phenomenon, "what stands
out . . . is that spirit mediumship, and in many cases, spirit possession also, is
not an isolated individual phenomenon but a cult."6e

The nature of these cults contains implications that are potentially of great
significance for the study of possession in the ancient world, and especially of
nympholepsy. Consider the pattern among the Ashanti, for example, where a
priest, "a tall, lean, dignified figure without any pompous self-consciousness .
austerely clad," becomes possessed through a familiar ritual. In his agitation "he

stands upright on one spot with folded arms but with his head shaking unceas-
ingly from side to side in furious agitation." After a further ceremony he turns to
those who have come to consult him and recognizes one of them, who then "tells

his tale. From time to time the possessed priest, his head in perpetual motion,
asks questions. He speaks in a low muttering monotone and only the nearest
spokesman by bending intently towards him can pick up what he says." Gradu-
ally there unfold the priest's advice and response.?o

The practice varies from shrine to shrine and from time to time, but the
essential pattern of possession, consultation, and advice remains remarkable
constant. To us the most surprising feature may be the ability to enter into a state
of possession almost at will. L6vi-Strauss' comments on the performances pre-
sented by shamans to their audiences suggest an underlying mechanism:

it [the performance] always involves the shaman's enactment of the
"call," or the initial crisis which brought him the revelation of his condi-
tion. But we must not be deceived by the word performance. The sha-
man does not limit himself to reproducing or miming certain events. He
actually relives them in all their vividness, originality and violence. And
since he returns to his normal state at the end of the seance, we may say,
borrowing a key term from psychoanalysis, that he abreacts. In psycho-
analysis, abreaction refers to the decisive moment in the treatment when
the patient intensively relives the initial situation from which his distur-
bance stems, before he ultimately overcomes it. In this sense the shaman
is a professional abreactor.Tl

68. See in general Festugidre, Personal Religion among the Greeks and Romans (Berkeley and
Los Angeles 1954).

69. R. Firth in Beattie and Middleton (supra n.3) xr.
70. The description is drawn from Field (supra n.5) 99-101.
71. C. Ldvi-Strauss, "The Sorcerer and His Magic," inhis Structural Anthropology, trans. C.

Jacobson and B. G. Schoepf (New York 1963) 180f.
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rkeley and

, trans. C.

L6vi-Straussr discussion of possession goes on to suggest that the actions of the
shaman may induce a further abreaction in the individual consulting him: the
person who has come to consult the nympholept confronts his own disturbance
and comes to terms with it. The result need not be "curing," "adjustment," or
complete social reintegration; "working out" the stresses is perhaps more impor-
tant, as in the case of Archedamos himself, who seems to have sought not so
much release from his nympholepsy as ways of coming to terms with that state
and responding to its demands.T2

The possession fit itself may be highly dramatic and come close to matching
the descriptions of possession that we have seen in the Hippocratic Sacred Dis-
ease and other sources. Yet possession among the Ashanti is regarded not as
psychosis or illness but as a source of insight and advice. The possessed person
has a recognized social role; we might even call him a quasi-professional within
that society, for possession can be a source both of status and of income.

After studying Greek nympholepts it will come as no surprise that modern
anthropological investigations show that the individual who is possessed is often
of marginal status in society. Victor Turner, for example, describes the diviner
Muchona as a "marginal man" in Ndembu society and notes that his special
abilities, even his mental brilliance,

could not overcome the handicaps of his social marginality and psychical
maladjustment. But he found some kind of integration through initia-
tion into curative ritual and especially into divinatory status. For these
his outsider characteristics were positive qualifications. In a ritual con-
text he could set himself apart from the battles for prestige and power
that bedevil kinship and village relationships in Ndembu society.T3

Turner goes on to suggest that there may even be an element of unconscious
revenge against the social order in such divination: "Forever outside the village
circle, he could see the villagers'weak spots and foibles more clearly than most."
This vision of society is reflected in the divinations offered to those who con-
sulted him.

As we become more familiar with this material, the validity of Peter Brown's
generalization becomes more evident:.

Modern anthropological studies . . . have recently stressed the relation
between the possessed and the community. . . . In this relationship the
anthropologists have tended to single out the aspect thtdtral that links
both parties. Highly individual though the experience of possession may
be, its handling tends to be acted out as a duet between the possessed

72. Cf. Firth in Beattie and Middleton (supra n.3) xi: "Under pressure of the social conven-
tions, the medium in ftrs spirit terms works out the stresses which the patient displays in &Ls spirit
terms. "

73. V. Turner, The Forest of Symbols (Ithaca 1967) 146; cf. pp. 372f. on the diviner's knowl-
edge of those who consult him.
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andthenon-possessed. Insuchadueteachs idehasaro le ,eachuncon-
sciously follows a score.Ta

The possessed person, in other words, does not exist in isolation but needs to be

understood in the context of the society. It is precisely this point that brings us

back to the study of the nympholept in the context of ancient Greek society' As

we look at the Greek material from a comparative perspective we recognize not

only the deep ambiguity within classical Greek society about states of mania-

the distrust of charlatanism and other abuses combined with eagerness for

sources of extrarational advice and confirmation-but also the possibility that

the nympholept had a significant social role and status and related to society

through a mutually understood pattern that included an emphatic severance

from the normal world of family, kin, village, and polis, followed by a with-

drawal into the wild. That withdrawal was associated with a sharpening of percep-

tion, and the expectation of special understanding and guidance: action phradaisi

Numph6n, under the instruction of the nymphs. Under those circumstances we

might sometimes expect a reorientation of personality, a reorganization of psy-

chl energy, perhaps including sexual energy, and the acceptance of a new iden-

tity and sociat rote. The nympholept, like his counterparts in other cultures,

establishes a small cult. we should not be surprised if he were to become a quasi-

professional, deriving part of his livelihood from those who come to consult him'

But, more important, ihe nympholept, often a marginal man within his society,

takes on ttrrougtr his possession a recognized social role and gains a certain

status.
Wecanbeg in to recogn ize , then,howfar theGreeknympho lep twasf rom

existing in totaiisolation. He was recognized as having a special association with

the divine, and hence special insights and powers.Ts Thus, even if he was a

mainomenos, the nympholept must have been treated with some awe. He was

not a case to be treated or institutionalized but a person in a powerful, if highly

ambiguous, state. He might be a source of insight and advice, a person to be

consulted, respected, and even commemorated in song'

The comparative material which we have examined encourages the develop-

74. Brown (supra n.38) 88f.; J. W. Fernandez, "Divinations, confessions, Testimonies"' occa-

sional papers of thi Instituie for Social Research no. 9, (Univ. of Natal, Durban, 1967); Firth in

Beattie and Middleton (supra n.3) xxvi-xxviii; and of course the writings of Victor Turner'

?5. I refer to nylnpholepts as mal"s because it seems unlikely that many females were thought

to be possesseO by ifre,nymphs. Himmelmann-Wildschiitz (supra n.1) 17 contends that a female

nympholept is representei on a relief in Naples, but this is far from certain' Since there are such

strong sexual connotations to the word ny^ph| (the same word is used for bride and clitoris: see LS'I

s.v.),-cases of female possession could be expected to be associated with other divinities' Thus the

tythia is possessed by Apollo. sibyls are in many respects the female counterparts to nympholepts'

l-ewis (supra n.Z) SO nttes how "singularly appropriate the idiom of marriage is as a means of

.*pr"r.inj the shamanistic relationship." Among the Greeks the sexual element in the state is also

stressed by the implicit taboo against iexual relaiions with humans, as in the story about Rhoikos in

Charon of LamPsakos, FHG I fr. 12.
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ment of a new perspective on the Greek material. It invites consideration of the

possibility that nympholepsy and associated conditions such as metrolepsy, and

theolepsy in general, are ways by which the marginality of certain individuals was

integrated into the social structure of the ancient polis. The withdrawal from the

society into the wild territory of hill and mountain was in effect a symbolic act, a

marking and acceptance of psychic and social marginality. But seizure by the

nymph and its equivalent, the establishment of a shrine or place for the divinity,

were means of partial reintegration. The nympholept might remain, to be sure,

on the fringes of society, but the spot he had chosen might be visited by those

who shared his veneration for the nymphs and, from such consultations or con-

frontations, receive from time to time recognition and respect.
No one would wish to exaggerate the similarities between ancient Greek

civilization and the societies studied by Turner, L6vi-Strauss, and other anthro-
pologists. Yet their work not only helps us understand the phenomenon of

possession more adequately but also suggests a new approach to the interpreta-

tion of one of the most significant sites connected with nympholepsy, the cave of

Archedamos at Vari in Attika.

THE CAVE OF ARCHEDAMOS

The cave on the spur of Mount Hymettos overlooking the town of Vari

contains a bewildering array of material: carvings, dedications, the names and

representations of gods and humans, and the inscriptions describing the efforts

Archedamos undertook at this site. The final section of this essay returns to this
cave in an effort to see if a deeper order can now be recognized in the apparent
jumble of material deriving from the early classical period in this cave. The

approach is more hypothetical than is commonly adopted in studies of classical
sites and more insistent upon the symbolic nature and possible symbolic coher-
ence of this material. The hypothesis upon which the investigation proceeds is

that individual items can best be understood if they are approached in a se-
quence, as stages in a progression to the cave. The confirmation of such a

hypothesis comes not from conventional forms of inductive proof but from the

convergence between the resulting interpretation and our understanding of the
nature of nympholepsy among the ancient Greeks. The approach may hope for
further corroboration if other Greek sites ultimately prove amenable to similar
forms of interpretation.

The difficulties of such an approach to the cave at Vari should not be
underestimated: the chronology is difficult;ze the original locations of some ob-
jects cannot be determined; and sorting out what belongs to Archedamos and
what to others cannot always be done with certainty. His role, however, must
have been a great one, as the inscriptions attesting that he cultivated a garden for

76. See suora n. 42
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the nymphs and developed a dwelling for them indicate. Since much of the work

in the cave shows stroni individuality and differs in significant respect from that

in other caves devoted to Pan and the nymphs, it seems likely that one individ-

ual, Archedamos, was responsible for many of its distinctive features' In enter-

ing the cave we enter the realm of personal religion-not a civic or deme cult-

place, not the communal religiosity of. a genos or a formally constituted thiasos'

If some of what we see is unparalleled in other caves where the nymphs were

venerated, we should not be surprised but should attempt to understand the

relationship between the work in the cave and the patterns of ancient nympho-

lepsy. Let us, then, revisit the site of the cave, focusing on the sequence of

symbolic representations within it'

The entrance to the cave (the dotted area between T and A on the plan) is

now best picked out by the traces of rubble from the excavation that can still be

S e e n o n t h e s l o p e s o f H y m e t t o s . I n a n t i q u i t y t h e p i c t u r e w a s s u r e l y q u i l e
different-a grove or garden marked the spot. As we have seen, this is indicated

by a loose stone, insciibed on both sides, that in Chandler's day lay inside the

cave ..near the image of Isis" (150), that is, on the floor before the enthroned

figure in the southern chamber of the cave. It had probably fallen or been thrown

into the cave after originally having been set up near the entrance. one side is

inscribed (no. 17, IG i;784) "Archedamos of Thera planted a garden lk1poslf"ot

the nymphs.,, The other (no. 16, IG i2785) is the inscription with a crux discussed

earlier in this essay. whatever the solution to that problem, the inscription

clearly refers to the efforts to develop a suitable dwelling place for a nymph' The

two sides of the in\cription reflect two functions; one side emphasizes Arche-

damos's efforts in the natural world of the kEpos,' the other stresses the building

o f a h o u s e , a n o i k o s , a n d s h i f t s a t t e n t i o n t o a s i n g l e n y m p h ' I f w e h a v e b e e n
justified in suggesting that there were erotic connotations to such gardens, we

may go one step further and recognize a sequence in the two sides of the stone,

from motifs of romance and erotic encounter in the garden to hints of a bride-

groom's construction of a house for his bride, the nymphE'

Thepleasuresofsuchagardenquicklydisappearasonelowersoneself into
t h e p a s s a g e t h a t l e a d s d o w n i n t o t h e c a v e . A f e w s t a i r s , r o u g h l y c u t i n t o t h e
bediock, provide little assistance. All signs of growth and fertility are soon lost in

the dim light; it is as if one had entered a world beyond both nature and culture,

almost beyond human society. Yet maidens visited the cave to draw water for

ritual ablutions before marriage and left there dedicatory loutrophoroi; terra-

cottas and small lamps and marble reliefs of familiar kinds were set up and

cuttings made for reliefs to honor Pan or a Grace. This familiar apparatus of the

ancient grotto may facilitate the transition into this strange setting, yet it masks

for a moment the distinctiveness of this cave'17

77,T \ecavecanmostpro f i tab lybecomparedtoo therAt t i ccaveswi thded ica t ions to the
nymphs.Thereisauseful l ist inginHerter(supran.62)1558-6l,andinAmandry(supran.24)404_
g. See also J. Travlos, pictori;I Dictionary oj Ancient Athens (London 1971) s.v. Nymph6, 361ff '

417f. Note also the cave on Ithaka, J. Benton, BS'4 39 (1938-1939) 33'

1:
;i:f
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At the bottom of the descent, one notices that the cave is divided into two

great chambers by a wall of living rock running approximately east to west (see

ng. r). Just a few steps away, on the outer wall of the northern chamber (P in Fig.

1)1s another reminder of Archedamos' presence, the inscription (no. 20, IG 12

7gg) ,,Archedamos from Thera, the nympholept, at the injunction of the nymphs

perfected this cavern."78 Although on descending one can turn directly to the

southern chamber of the cave, the most natural pattern of movement is through

the northern chamber. There one soon encounters a niche dedicated to a Grace

(M on the plan; inscription no. L1, IG 12780), a basin (L), and, at the foot of

another set of crude steps, an impressive stalactite (J) and the site of what was

once a spring (I). The growing gloom , the chill, the stalactites make this chamber a

wild place; it is not surprising that some of the early visitors saw a lion's head

carved into the rock nearby-a figure no longer to be seen, but totally credible

amid such wildness.Te To move through this chamber is to replicate some of the

nympholept's withdrawal from the world of sun, growing things, dry air, breezes,

and perhaps as well from the conventions of ordinary human existence.

It was in the southern chamber that the excavators found all the movable

ancient remains that were revealed by their excavations.e The contrasts between

the two chambers are more easily paralleled than explained.sl But surely there was

some differentiation of function to explain the concentration of votives and so

forth in the southern chamber. The presence of the spring and the small basin (L)

suggests a place for further separation from the ordinary world and for purifica-

tions and cleansings before one approached the southern chamber of the cave'82

78. The language echoes in part that of inscription no. 16. Note especially the repetition of the

prefix eks- in the verbs and the pattern of double identification of Archedamos, as Theran in each

case but with another phrase which, if our exegesis of no. 16 is correct, is in each instance an allusion

to nympholePsY.'79. 
See, ior example, the cautious comments of [John Cam Hobhouse].Lord Broughton,

Travels in Albania . . . i 1Zaed. London 1855) 331: "immediately on the left hand going downwards

is what looks like a lion's head, but carved very rudely and disfigured"' On an alleged parallel on

Paros see D. Berranger, "tr Relief inscrit in honneur des Nymphes dan les carridres de Paros"' REA

85 (1983) 23s-3e.
80. Weller etal.,282.
g1. It is not easy to determine how often other caves show a similar division. Note, however,

that the cave near Daphni (J. Travlos, Arch. Eph. [1937] 391-408) is divided by-walls A-ZandZ-H

on Travlos's plan (pinak. A). In the Psychro grotto in Lasithi, the so-called Dictaean cave, M'

Hogarth found what upp"ur"d to be a "temenos'i in the north of the cave, marked off by a wall: BSA

(1gt9/1900) g4-�LI6. These lead me to suspect that a distinction between sacral and nonsacral areas

was not uncommon in ancient cave shrines. Whether this distinction parallels in any way the empha-

sis on doubling in literary descriptions of caves is quite uncertain. It is striking, however, that thete

are tlvo exits to the cave in Aeniid 6 and that the cavern described by Quintus of Smyrna had "two

ways in it for going up and down. one is turned toward the blasts of noisy Boreas, the other faces

Noius, the bringer of rain. The latter is the way by which mortals go under the broad cavern of the

gods. The other is the way of the blessed ones'"
82. On such lustral arrangements see Ren6 Ginouvis, BalaneutikA, Bibliothdque des Ecoles

Frangaises no. 200 (paris 196i). Cf. the use ol perirrhanteria, e.g., around the Athenian agora:

Aeschines I.Zl,3.I76and the siholia ad loc.; Lucian Sacr. 12.f.; Pseudol.23; Pollux 1.8. See also R'

Parker, Miasma (Oxford 1983).
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At the extreme end of the northern chamber there is a threshold (H) "cut

between the dividing mass of rock . . . and the partial partition (about 2 m.

high)."si This working sharpens the division between the two parts of the cave

and reminds us that we are stepping into a highly sacred area, as Agamemnon

did when consulting Apollo's oracle,e or Aeneas when he entered the Sibyl's

cave (Aeneid 6.45 f.).
We are now unquestionably among ta hiera. On the left (F) is the figure of

Archedamos. His name, so frequent in the cave, appears twice next to the

image, now in Attic rather than Doric form: Archedemos, Archedemos-an

emphatic assertion of his presence and, as in the other chamber, a reminder

upon entering of his efforts. Slightly higher in the cave (E) is a shrine with two

depressions, perhaps for offerings or libations.8s Some early travelers saw here

an inscription, perhaps Apollonos : Erso.K If ERSO were secure we might

83. Weller et al.,274.
84. Odyssey 8.?9-81. On the threshold as a sacred marker the material from comparative

anthropology is very rich: see, for example, Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger (New York 1966) 114.

Among the Greeks note especially Aeschylts Choephoroi 571 ; Hesiod Theogony 749.

85. The most common offerings to the nymphs seem to have been agricultural products, such as

cheese, milk, and honey; see Herter (supra n.62) 1556f. Note the use of honey in the hypogaeum

associated with a nymphd in Paestum: B. Neutsch, "TAS NUNPHAS EMI HIARON," Abhand'

lungen d.. Heidelberger Akadernie der Wiss., Ph.-Hist. Kl. (1957) II, 11. Wineless offerings are

specified in some cults of the nymphs: Henrichs (supra n.62) 97. But animal sacrifice is also attested:

Euripides ElectraTS5 ff.; Nonnus Dion. 44.97-102; Plutarch Moralia 628; Mitford (supra n.30) no'

285. On the archaeological evidence from the cave at Vari see Weller et al. ' 278.

86. The reports are inconsistent and tantalizing, all the more so because the letters have now

disappeared. Even the earliest reports leave room for doubt and disagreement. Chandler, 150, did

not report the Greek but offered the translation "Of Apollo. Offer." In his edition of the inscriptions
(Inscriptiones Antiquae [Oxford 17?41 ll.iii, 76) he printed AnO^ ONO>. EP>@. Further evi-

dence comes from a sketch in a notebook of Sir William Gell's (1777-1836) concerning a visit to the

cave in 1805. This shows the inscription as AIIOAAQNO: i EPE> plus traces of another letter,
possibly O. The notebook is in the British School at Athens (Finley P 4:1 no. 4534) and the sketch is

reproduced as fig. 7 in Amandry's article, "Manuscrits de Gell" (supra n.39) 68. Below the sketch is

thi note "W. says EP:O." Gell's treatise "On Some Sacred Caverns of the Greeks" (supra n.39)

describes his visit to the cave. On 16v he reports the inscription as AIIOAAQNOI i EPEX "which

may denote that he himself was the priest of Apollo. . . . The word tpeE is probably put for Ereios

which is interpreted Attendant, on [sic] or Priest, Servus vel Minister, of Apollo." This view is

probably based on the reading dpeloi in a few manuscripts of Theocritus Id. 15.50, where Gow,

Dover, et al. print Warton's emendation dqc?or. (accursed). 'EpeL6g is not elsewhere securely at-

tested. (I am indebted to the librarians of the British School and the Gennadeion for their help in

consulting these unpublished works by Gell.)
The reading EPXO is supported by other earlier travelers, cited in Boeckh's corpus (1828) (CIA

456h) and by Christopher Wordsworth's account of a visit to the cave in 1832-1833, Athens and

Attica (2d ed. London 1837\ 195-2M. (The comrnent in Gell's notebook, "w. says EP>O" may be a

later addition to the page, after Wordsworth's report. Cf. the allusions to Wordsworth on pp. 7 and 8

of the notebook.) Boeckh's corpus offered AflOAAONO> EP>O without interpunctuation,

thereby encouraging the notion (expressed for example by Bloch in Roscher (supra n.26), s.v'

Nymphen, 531) that Ersos was an epithet of Apollo. The interpunctuation is correctly shown in IG 12

783.
In 1878 Curtius and Kaupert (supra n.40) Bl. viii (reproduced in Weller et al., 27L frg. 6)

showed the inscription as AIIOAAQNO: i EP>C. By the time Milchhoefer visited the cave in 1887-
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speculate that the name is a masculine counterpart to the Herse, prominent in
the myth associated with the Arrhephoria ritual on the Acropolis.sT This would
suggest the adaptation of official cult from the center of the city to the private
religiosity of the cave and hint at a potentially significant reversal of sexual
identities. But since the reading is not entirely secure and the ascription to
Archedamos quite problematic, caution is essential.ts The possibility must be
allowed that the sigma in ERSO was simply mu misread or carved at an angle as
the prepared space ran out. In this case we would have a more conventional
allusion, to Hermes, a figure who, like Apollo, is often associated with the
nymphs. These are the two male Olympians who are most often admitted to the
company of the nymphs. Apollo is sometimes shown as their companion in the
dance and identified as nymphagetes, the leader of the nymphs. Hermes' role is
less easily defined but is perhaps linked to his role as psychopompos, the leader
of souls, often into the underworld, but perhaps anywhere beyond the bound-
aries of normal life.

Opposite the relief depicting Archedamos the excavators found a low wall or
platform that led in irregular fashion to the southern side of the cave and thence
to a small shrine (S) which "consists of two simple shelves cut in the sloping rock
of the floor. . . . the upper cutting is just at the outlet of a natural channel, which
is now always dry, but which must once have had flowing water."8e Here, the
excavators concluded, may have been "the veritable retreat of the nymphs." This
water, to judge from other places where the nymphs were venerated, must have
been very important in the cult.so The low wall that the excavators found in this
section of the cave may thus have been built-perhaps well after Archedamos's
day-as a pathway to this important shrine.

The link between water and nympholepsy is also a strong one. That
nympholepsy might be caused by looking into a fountain is asserted by Varro:
vulgo memoriae proditum est, quicunque speciem quandam e fonte, id est effigiem

183

1888 it had been "frevelhaft verstummelt": Karten von AttikaText, Heft iii-vi (Berlin 1889) 16f. The
excavators reported that the inscriptions had disappeared by the time of their work (Weller et al.,
2e6).

87. On Hersos see Jessen, s.v. Hersos, RE 15 Hb. (Stuttgart l9L2) 1149f .;cf. A. B. Cook, Zeus
III (Cambridge 1940) 26lff. Such parallelism in names can also be noted in Ganymedes/Ganymeda
(Pausanias 2.13.3) and Stesichore as a muse on the Frangois vase compared with "stesichoros."

On the Arrhephoria see Pausanias 1.18.2 and 1.27.3 with Frazer's notes. Among the recent
discussionsseeespecial lyw.Burkert,  Hermes94(1966)7-29;E.Kadletz, AJA86(1982)445f.;and
N. Robertson, HSCP 87 (1983) 241-88.

88. The letter forms, as Chandler (supra n.86) xxxi, noted, appear to be later than those on the
inscriptions most plausibly associated with Archedamos.

89. Weller et al..273.
90. On the connection between water and the nymphs see A. Kambylis, Die Dichterweihe u.

ihre Symbolik (Heidelberg 1965) 38-a6; F.,G. Ballentine, "Some Phases of the Cult of the Nymphs,"
HSCP 15 (1904)77-11,9; and Bloch in Roscher (supra n.26) 512t. I have found Ginouvds (supra
n.82) 361-66 especially helpful.
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nymphae viderint, furendi non fecisse finem: quos Gracei vupQ6)'qntoL vocant'

Latini lymphaticos appellant.sl we need not depend on varro's authority: Greek

myths such as the story that Heracles' companion Hylas was drawn into a foun-

tain by a nymph suggest the same pattern.e2

water is often linked in Greek antiquity to inspiration and prophecy and

sometimes to healing.e3 Its powers seem all the stronger when localized in a

cave.ea Lepers could be cured by praying in the cave of the Anigrian nymphs

near Elis and then swimming in the nearby river (Pausanias 5.5'11). Prophetic

sites such as the Ptoon in Boeotia, Ortygia, Claros, and probably Branchidai as

well often had both cave and flowing water.es Perhaps most powerful of all was

the association of earth and water in the famous oracle of Trophonios' where,

after bathing rituals and the drinking of the waters of Forgetfulness and of

Memory und ,o forth, the inquirer enters into a chasm in the earth (chasma gas)

and then is drawn in "just as the largest and most rapid river will catch a man in

its eddy and carry him under" (Pausanias 9.39.11)'

Earlier parts of this investigation have discussed the evidence that suggests a

strong link between nympholepsy and prophecy; this is perhaps a clue to the

likely function of this spring in Archedamos's day. As at Delphi and other

prophetic sites, one drank water before becoming inspired.% This is not to

"*"iua" other possible roles for the spring in this cave, especially that of healing'

Cures are often associated with caves and the nymphs; yet Archedamos's cave

91. Varro De lingua latinaT.87. See also Festus 120M. For a different view among the Latin

authors see Isidore of Seville Orig. l0.16l.
92. The most famous statement of the myth is in Apollonios Argonautika 1.1228-39; cf '

Kallimachos Ep.22and Theokritos 13. See also w. Burkert, Gnomon 35 (1963) 238 n'3' In the

Narkissos story the motif of seeing is transferred to the victim's self-observation' but the agency of

the nymph remains in Echo's role. On the nymphs as deities associated with water see Ballentine

(supra n.90) 77-90.
93. The castalian spring is the most conspicuous example in Greek antiquity of the connec-

tion between water and proph".y; its function, however, seems to have been purification rather

than direct inspiration. SLe h. W. Parke and D. E. W. Wormell, The Delphic Oracle | (Oxford

1,966) 27f.. Divination by drinking water was practiced at Klaros (Tacitus Ann. 2.54; Pliny NIl

2.103.232), and at Hysiai in Boeotia (Pausanias 9.2.1). on the use of bronze phialai in water

divination at perachora see T. J. Dunbabin, "The Oracle of Hera Akraia at Perachora," BSA 46

(lg5l\ 6l-74. Aelius Aristide s (Panath. 46.17ID as emended) also notes that mantic waters have a

direct effect on insPiration.
water is extremely important in healing, even in Hippocratic medical theory, e'g., Adr. chap T '

Note that stagnant water is here described as cholodea, "bilious." Steadily running water, on the

other hand, sheltered from the summer sun, as in Archedamos's cave, should have the opposite

effect. If, as was suggested above, Archedamos thought bile was involved in his condition, he might

expect that the waters in the cave would be restorative. At the time of the excavation the spring

within the cave was reported by local inhabitants to have medicinal properties; see Weller et al',

274f.
94. See Euripides Bacchae2T4-85 and Dodds ad loc'

95. See W. R. Halliday , Greek Divinarron (London l9l3) 124f.; Dodds (supra n.1) 73f. n.64;

V. Scully The Earth, the Temple and the Gods (rev. ed. New Haven 1969) 107; Ginouvds (supra n'

82) chap. 3.
96. Plutarch Moralia 433D f.;Pausanias 10.24.7. See also Fontenrose (supra n.10) 198,204'
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coNNoR: Seized by the Nymphs

contains no unambiguous evidence of a healing activity.eT Yet even if prophecy,
rather than medicine, was its principal function, the consultations are likely to
have included medical matters from time to time. curative powers were rarely
totally distinguished from prophetic ones in settings such as this.

we are now ready to approach the area that dominates this chamber of the
cave. As we move slightly higher in the cave, towards an area better illumined by
the natural light that filters down from the entranceway, two large objects can be
seen to the left of the fissure from which the water once flowed. These are the
natural centers of attention in this chamber and crucial for our understanding of
it. The first is a seated figure, carved out of the living rock, headless and muti-
lated as it was even in chandler's day, yet powerful to behold. The worksman-
ship is again crude, quite in Archedamos' rough-hewn style: details that might
facilitate an identification are absent. Chandler (150) called the figure 'Isis";

Milchhoefer, who has been widely followed, suggested Rhea, and then cybele.es
cook advocated Ge, Earth.s rhe American excavators were more hesitant.
uncertain even of the sex of the figure.tm Most observers, however, have agreed
that the figure is female.101 But the absence of iconographic detail leaves a wide
field for conjecture.l02 Artemis, for example, the frequent companion of the
nymphs, would not be surprising in such n says.r03 Her preference, however, is
for well-watered sites, near streams or the shore.toa

one further observation may prove helpful. [n general the cave is well

97. S. M. Sherwin-White, Ancient Cos (Gcittingen 1978 = Hypomneman 5l) 328 discusses the
evidence for the spring of the nymphs in the sanctuary at Kos. On a tradition of a nymph with healing
power at the klepsydra in Athens see A. w. Parsons, Hesperia 12 (1943\ 203,232. see also Bloch in
Roscher, (supra n.26) 512t On caves as medicinal sites see Ginouvds (supra n.82) 342, andpausanias
3.25.8.

98. A. Milchhoefer, "Nymphenrelief aus Athen," AthMiu. 5 (1880) 2L7. He argued on the
basis of the presence of the lion's head in the northern chamber of the cave. I am not persuaded by
the argument that its presence would help identify a figure in the other chamber. Even if it did, it
would not establish that the seated figure was Cybele; in Ephesus, for example, lions were repre-
sented around the head of Artemis, probably in recognition of her role as porn ia ther,n.

99. Cook (supra n.87) 261f.
100. Weller et al., 268f.
101. See, for example, Chandler, 150; E. Dodwell, Classical and Topographical Tour | (l-nn-

don 1819) 553; Frazer on Pausanias 1.32 @. A2\; Curtius and Kaupert (supra n.40) 30f.
102. Thrones are not an iconographical mark of a single divinity or small group of divinities.

They are, rather, a way of presenting an aspect of many divinities, reflecting thiir power and
majesty. On thrones and seated figures see H. Jung, Thronende u. sitzende Goener (Bonn'1982), and
K. Tuchelt, Die archaischen Skulpturen von Didyma, Istambuler Forschungen no. 2? (Berlin 1970).

103. L.Kahil 'sworkonArtemis,forexample,revealsmanyanalogiesbetweenthecaveandsites
devoted to the worship of Artemis. See Kahil, s.v. Artemis, Lexicon lconographicum Mythologiae
Classicae II (Zurich 1984) 618-753 and the items in the bibliography on p. 621 of that entry, and now"Mythological Repertoire of Brauron" in w. G. Moon, ed., A ncient GreekArtand lconography (Mad-
ison 1983) 231-44. Among the ancient passages associating Artemis with the nymphs are Kallimachos
HymnArt. 170r.,266f..; Apollonios Rhodios Argon,1.1225 ff.; sophoclesTrachiniae2l4.

_ 194. "Artemis is frequently associated with water, coasts, and marshes. . . . The placing of
Artemis' sanctuaries on the edge of cultivation, on the coast or the wild margins of rivers, is
demanded by the association with young human life, green, flourishing, and indeteiminate, with the
human life cycle" R. Osborne, Demos: The Discovery of Classical Attika (Cambridge 1985) 157.
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labeled; its divinities in particular are noted with frequent inscriptions' If

Archedamos is indeed resionsibte for carving this enthroned,figure, we should

""f"", that he would have made its identification clear' Clear it was' if a sugges-

t ionadvancedearl ier inthispaperiscorrect.Theinscr ipt ionthatreferstothe
garden for the nymphs has tn its other side an allusion to a single nymph'

Althoughtheinscr ipt ionwasfoundinsidethecave,notfarfromtheenthroned
figure, it is likely that it originally stood outside' near the entrance' Its text

preparesthevisitorforwhatwillbeencounteredwithin,therepresentationofa
f igurewhodominatesthesouthernchamber.Standingbeforethisstatuewecan
recognize the presence of the nymph herself in her most awesome aspect' en-

thronedasamightydivini ty, t ,o. , tabe. l05Herident i ty iseasi lyconjectured,
al thoughsheremainsunnamed;asintheinscr ipt ion,sheissimply..nymph',100

Torepresentthisnymphasenthronedisanaturalexpressionofherpower.
We readily think of "ntt"on"A Olympian divinities' perhaps even one of the

representations of Athena on the Acropolis. The interplay between olympian

and non-olympian elements and between civic and personal elements are impor-

tant parts oi thl rehgious symbolism of this cave'107

105. Nymphs are most often represented in groups dancing or walking' often accompanied by

Pan, Hermes, or Apollo. Seated nymphs are not-uncomton; i""' for example' J' Huelsen in T'

wiegand, ed., Miletr, s ts.tiJrgis-)'"bu' r, P'15.1^G'Pottier' 
BcH 5 (1881) 353' no' 7' and o'

Brender, "symbolik d* K";;i,'; iriAi <n'i')5.1 (1e36) 80;r' wiegand'yjt:::l' 2 (Berlin 1e2e)

3. Note also the seated fem;; terra-cotta dedications at irre i;orycian cave (BCH Suppl' v11 [1981]

fig. 4) and the seated f"n1#1;;;;;;Arcadia in the Athens National Museum' no' 6' with the

retrograde inscription eCeru6;are these figures nymphs? On such figures see Helen L' Alford'

lft "-i"ur"a figure in Archaic Greek Sculpture' diss-' UCLA' 1978'

Among the tit"r"ry rori.i"* in"lrp"ui of r.ated nymphs see especially Homer odyssey 12'318 f'

From the vari cave l,r.tt, "r,i"rgrr o"lirg," the fourih or third century B.c'' comes a marble relief

showing three fe.ut" ng,rr". in u i"u" suriounded by smaller figures on three of its corners' See the il-

lustration in pl. VIII or w"fr"i "a"1. td" Carlton Thallon's discussion in Weller et al'' 309' identifies'

these figures as ny-pr$ una rio*, th" ,"re.ulunces between the large female figure on the left and the

statue of the seated figure inlhe cave. The relief is especially appropriate for.Archedamos's cave' since

it is likely to represent u ,""n" or nvtpholepsv' 9t-:"":i ld", :ttT]t.:l*:"lief 
a small figure ap-

proaches the cave. ff" ir " i"tt"..t wooOs-"n clad in short chlamys, wearing a pilos' and accompa-

niedbyhisdogs.Thengu'" isabouttoencounterthenymphsandbecomepossessedbyoneofthem'
The dominating pr"r"n." oi,i" iy.pf, i, "tpr".sed by enthionement' Another likely nympholept' On-

esagoras of Kafirin, utro "nui.-i-on'"0 iri. a"ity u, "n throned, epi diphrdi ou(sa): see Mitford (supra n'30)

* "rtulii: 
"ame a nymph was common enough,- as the list (342 items) in.Ballentine (supra n'90)

tlt_ztgshows. To .ingr" Jut ;;;;;;ilL; spelial veneration seems likely in the case of Pantalkes'

cave (discussed above), th" P;;i;;;pogu"u- (see Neutsch [supra n'851 and in the nymph shrine

near the odeum of Herodes Atticus in Athens: see supfa n.zz ano lt. IG 2t32 5100. Note that a single

unnamed Grace is also the object of veneration in the cave at Vari: Weller et al., inscr. no. 1|, p,275

ct oio?:'io"re 
may also be a reversal of conventionar sexual roles. The female figure becomes "the

mastering nymph," "r in R*"'"t'ytu' fr' 342.Radt = 689 Mette; cf' no' g in the Kafizin material'

Mitford (supra n.30) *r. 30?, i'g. on suchtitles see H. W. Pleket, "Religious History as the History

ofMental i ty," inVersnel(supran'29)L52-92;.vanstraten(supran'32)19andfig'28'adiscussionof
Apelles from the ,"gion of-i;n arnassos, who called himseif a hypourgos of the gods on a relief

showing Acheloos, H...;;,;;;;;y.prr., u"o N"iads; cf. also the epitaph for chrvsogonos of Kos'

Herzog (suPra n.32) no. 163'
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coNNoR: Seized by the NymPhs

Before this statue one can even today feel some of the power of that figure

and conjecture the intensity of Archedamos's original moment of possession-

the experience that restructured his life, his sexuality, his personal relationships

and social role. The suggestion, explored in earlier sections of this paper, that

nympholepsy may sometimes have involved abreaction, the reenactment of a

moment of psychic crisis, now takes on added relevance. The sight of the nymph

enthroned in majesty would present anew the experience of possession and

encourage its reenactment. The cave as a whole recreates the sequence of with-

drawal, confrontation, exaltation, and reintegration that characterizes his state

but surely here is the culmination of a progression through the cave, just as the

experience of nympholepsy-of confronting the mixture of power, sexuality, and

marginality represented by the nymph-was so central in Archedamos' own

identity.
For the ancient visitor it was also the likely moment of encounter with the

awesomeness of possession. But the power of that moment derived not merely

from witnessing another person in a state of possession. The visitor shared some

of the intensity of the reaction and became linked to the nympholept in the

shared drama of this visit to the cave.
Although the approach to the enthroned figure is the climax of the progres-

sion through the cave, the drama is not entirely over. As one faces the throne,
just to the right and slightly higher up the slope is an ovoid object (C), hewn out

of the living rock.lo8 Chandler (150) thought it an ithyphallus, a suggestion not

often accepted. As Cam Hobhouse, who visited the cave in Byron's company in

January 1810, wrote, it "would not without a previous hint strike anyone to be

the resemblance of that impure S]flibol."toe The excavators of the cave describe

it as omphalos shaped and noted corrugations going around the free side. They

speculated whether it might not be an unusual type of herm.110 Although there is

little to support their speculation, their comparison to an omphalos, a "navel" or

marker of a sacred center, is quite justified. The object is most likely an

omphalos, with a reticulated surface, as often on these stones. In antiquity it

might have had a netlike covering (aigis or agrenon) over it, and been sleek with

libations of oil.111

108. The clearest photograph is that in Wrede (supra n.40) pl. 10. It can also be seen in the
engraving facing p. 553 of Dodwell (supra n.101) and on Blatt VIII of Curtius and Kaupert (supra

n.40) and in Weller et al., fig. 4, p. 268.
109. l,ord Broughton (supra n.79) 353-59. Cf. Dodwell (supra n.101) I, 553f. Could Chandler

have been referring to the "low elevation in the form A" (Weller et a1.,269) rather than to the
omphalos-shaped object?

110. Weller et aL.,269. See the photos in Muthmann (supra n.40) Tafel 16' nos. 3 and 4.

111. On omphaloi see W. H. Roscher, Omphalos, Abhandlungen der k. siichsischen Gesell-
schaft der Wissenschaften, Ph.-hist. Klasse 29, no. 9 (Leipzig 1913). (This has now been reprinted
with Roscher's Der Omphalosgedanke bei verschiedene Vdlkern [Leipzig 1918] in a convenient vol-
ume [Heidelbery l-q.lal.) See also H. v. Herrmann, omphaloi (Miinster 1959), esp. 89f., which
shows Attic reliefs with nymphs and omphalos like objects. Frazer's commentary on Pausanias 5.31.4
ff. is also useful. Olive-oil libations are suggested by Pausanias 10.24.6. On the netlike coverings see

W. Burkert, Homo Necans (Berkeley and Los Angeles 1983) 127 n.59.
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The presence of an omphalos naturally. calls to mind the most famous ot

these objects and its u"o"iutiont with Delphi and the amphictyony' This too was

associated with earth, cave , and prophecy, as in Euripid es Phoenissae 236 ff" But

as W. H. Roscher ft"g "gcl ttto*"d' omphaloi are found in many other cult

places of the ancient niotii, usually' although not always' in association with

prophetic centers. fn" t*pit^fos is'properly"the omphalos -tls 
gZs' the navel of

the earth, a place of "onnt"tlon *iti, tf,e uitatity and nourishment of the earth

and an indicator that for participants in a cult the place where it stood was a

symbol iccenter . l l2Suchmarkersareat tes tedatBranch ida i ,De los ,E leus is ,
Epidauros, Paphos, unJpnfo', as well as Delphi' Argos' and Athens'11:

Theassociat ionofanymphwithanomphalosshouldnotsurpr iseus'onan
Attic relief fro. tttottni#nes' a borde' *ith Pun' goats' and other figures sets off

a central space in *t i"i " tuft figure-perhaps Hermes'-perhaps a nympholept-

holdshandswiththreenymphs'Intheforegroundarough-hewnobjectcanplausi-
bly be identified as urroipt utor.lra other nymph reliefs also show such objects or

presentanenthronedfemalef igurenearanomphalos. l lsThesymbol ismisnot
surprising: the cave i' "1""""t i'ivate religiosity' a link to the sustaining power of

theearthandasourceofinspiration'butitutil izessymbolswidelyrecognizedand
esteemedwi th in thesoc ie ty . I t i s id iosyncra t icbu tno tSo ind iv idua l i zedas to
retreat to a purely p";;;^;i symbolism' The omphalos expresses these relation-

ships, but ut.o u pu'uaoxical iride quite in keeping with the other hints we have

detectedauouter"neaamos'heclaimsforhimself ,hiscave,andhisexperiencea
symbol iccentral i ty.Aswehaveseen,hiscaveisnotaplaceoftotal isolat ion.Just
as other omphaloi often mark the centers of an amphictyony or other cult group'

thisonealsoisafocusforthosewhocometoArchedamosandhiscaveandshare
hisexperience.FortheseArchedamoscarvesoutaSpir i tualcenter, thepointof
convergence for a miniature amphictyony. This group, however small or frag-

mented,providesthelinkbetweenArchedamosunot'i 'societyandaccountsfor
the continued cult activity in the cave long after his death'

l l 2 .SeeRoscher ,ompha los(supran.111)pass im. .Seea lsoW. . ] .1u . ' ' u ' ' ' . . Inscr ip t ions
d,Argos,,, BCH 2.1 irso:l 2261t., .n an inscription ofihe third century n.c' concerning the setting-up

of an omphalos in tn. t"r,1pt" oi Rpotto Pythios at Argos. (There was also an omphalos at the Pythion

in Arhens: E. simon. *'rin"i "ih-,iitu ituuai.on rs"8tl zb.l Vollgraff notes the connection between

the earth and the Delphic omphalos, a. renect"a,in*iu.rlg"t sluch as.Aeschylus Eumenides 166;

Sophocles oT 897 .,e"r,pii.rlJr'i2i 
'on- 

rh_e^g.o;siuiliti or ai.u* consultation around the omphalos

at Detphi s"e E. Drugou'nir :iiu i ttsuzl ssarr. , citine Euripides IT 1262-61 and 12'17 '

The circles with strongly marked centers. that ".it? i" ti.tiption no 9 in the cave (Weller et al'

293 f.) and on a pottery;;;';";t (no' 7' weller e '--^l''iiltuy L"'"p'"'"ntations of the omphalos'

113. Roscher, ompialos(supra n'111) to:-ii 
i"; also J' Iiarrison"'Delphika"' JHS 19

(r89s)22s-51';p. s**"I,'p;' iii'i"' 4tl'1i(Munich 
1982) 65; Jefferv (supra n'42)Ir3'

1.14 .SeeHer rmann(supran.111)89f .andTafe l9 ,no . r . r r ' " re l ie f i s inAthensNMno.4 .T6 | .
t*"1|;:Hffffil;ffi'Ii:i,:i:'ilTn;, (supra n.111) 8err. Forthe combination ora seated

female figure uno un o.it,utos see the Boeotian pi"i" pturltr*O by S Wide ii Ath' Mitt' 26 (1901)

150ff. (with rur"r vui,Pu'rlo"jti'"'"lJ rrr n'J*' 6fy!:tZ''.\:Y1i:tl) 70f' Note also the

Ninnion tablet, illustrai"Juno oi..ur..d in Himmelman-wildschiitz (supra n'1) 22-24 and Tafel 11'
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coNNoR: Seized by the Nymphs

Archedamos' pride in his status as a nympholept and in his work on the cave

can now be better understood. The cave has become an elaborate and individual-
ized synthesis of symbols each of which is readily recognized and highly es-

teemed in the culture. Here personal religiosity and elements from public, often

aristocratic, cults are brought together. Earth and water, public and private,

sacred and profane find their places in a unity created by the worker-
nympholept. His claims are proud ones, no less so for being symbolic and im-
plicit. Behind the identity reflected in the cave, moreover, we have been able to
detect a cryptic, incomplete, but powerful sequence-a reenactment of a process

of withdrawal frdm society, cultivation of the wild, confrontation with the
strange powers represented in the nymph, a restructuring of personality and,
perhaps, an eventual partial reintegration into a community.

Princeton University
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